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Science, both research and monitoring, plays an increasingly important role
in NOAA's stewardship of natural and cultural resources within the 12
National Marine Sanctuaries. Like other protected area programs, the
sanctuaries must base complex management strategies and decisions on a
rigorous understanding or the coastalecosystems weare entrusted to protect
for the public. Moreover, NOAA's statutory mandate to facilitate multiple
uses of sanctuary resources poses some interesting challenges to traditional
management-driven research and monitoring. Specifically, the program is
increasingly compelled to focus limited budgets on complex issues such as
user impacts, habitat carrying capacity, secondary and cumulative impacts
of stresses originating outside the sanctuary, meaningful monitoring, and
injury, recovery and restoration of damaged or degraded habitats.
Interestingly, the statutory requirements for resource protection occasionally
requires the sanctuary program to deny permits to otherwise valuable but
risky projects that are more appropriately conducted in coastal areas not
designated for a higher level of resource protection. The Sanctuary
Program is currently developing a strategic system-wide research and
monitoring plan that will guide budgetary decisions along national, regional
and local science priorities.
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TWO IF BY SEA: FEDERAL-STATE PARTNERSHIPS

FOR MANAGING COASTAL SANCTUARIES

Sherrard Foster, NOAA/National Ocean Service
Edward Lindelof, NOAA/National Ocean Service

Brady Phillips, NOAA/National Ocean Service
Lisa C. Symons, NOAA/National Ocean Service

Traditionally resource management activities handled by singular agencies
were considered "protected turf." The National Marine Sanctuaries
Program is a departure from that concept. In an active effort to more
effectively protect resources, more partners are being sought. First among
these partners are state marine resource management agencies.
Cooperatively NOAA and the state agencies are addressing the increasingly
pressing issue of marine resource protection found along a portion of
America's coastline.

The National Marine Sanctuary program is a national system of 14 sites
(until Key Largo and Looe Key are subsumed into the Florida Keys after
the FEIS is published). These sites protect over 13,000 square nautical
miles of marine resources. Additional approximately 850 square nautical
miles are currently under consideration for designation as National Marine
Sanctuaries. Of the 14 existing sites, 7 have some state waters within their
boundaries. Of these we would like to focus on the 4 sites that have

significant state waters within their parameters. Of these, 2 (the Florida
Keys National Marine Sanctuary and the Hawaiian Islands Humpback
Whale National Marine Sanctuary) have been Congressionally designated,
the other 2 (the proposed Northwest Straits (Washington) National Marine
Sanctuary and the proposed Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary
(Michigan)) are going through the administrative designation process. The
latter two sites consist entirely of state waters.

The designation process for a National Marine Sanctuary is often long
regardless of whether the designation is Administrative or Congressional.
For those sites undergoing sanctuary designation, the means by which the
site is designated weighs heavily in the public perception of the process.
Local citizens want to be involved or at least have the opportunity to be
involved in the initial decisions to establish a sanctuary in their community.
Congressional designations, by the mere nature of the Federal legislative
process, tends to limit the initial degree of public involvement. A
Congressional designation often includes regulatory guidance and/or
boundary guidelines that may or may not be the most appropriate for the
protection of the resources. While there are opportunities for the public to
comment on legislation in Washington, D.C., most do not know when issues
that affect their community are being considered. More often than not, the
public's first knowledge of an action is after a hill has been signed into law.
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As a result, feelings of exclusion and anger develop at not being brought
into discussions. Congressional designations can delay Administrative
designations by causing a reallocation of resources to respond to the
Congressional mandate. This can also lead to frustration and anger on the
part of the public, as an Administration process is drawn out, expending
resources and patience and delaying protection of the resources.

While half of the current sites contain some portion of state waters only 1
other site, Fagatele Bay, American Samoa, is all state or territorial waters.
The two sites under evaluation have been slowly working through the
administrative process; one that is often buffeted by budget concerns, as
well as local and national politics. All of which make an objective and
scientifically defensible DEIS/MP a long and often arduous process.
Additionally, how best to effect a state-Federal partnership has been a
process of experimentation and learning. What may work in one
jurisdiction often does not apply elsewhere. Public interest and concern
about an alleged increase in the power and intrusiveness of the Federal
Government and concern over private property rights has increased
dramatically in the last few years and recently has been applied to the
marine environment and its resources. The complexity of stewardship and
ownership responsibilities can be very confusing and the specter of an
additional player is often not well received despite an apparent need or
concern for the resources in question. It is in this contentious atmosphere
that NOAA is working to determine whether designation is appropriate for
both the Proposed Northwest Straits National Marine Sanctuary and the
Proposed Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Both of these sites
present somewhat of a departure from the previous "formulas" used for
designations. This is not necessarily to he considered good or bad, but
rather a symptom of the growth of the program and its responsibilities.
Whether or not these two sites will survive the vagaries of the process is yet
to be determined. It may be that the determination is made that existing
authorities, particularly those of the states in question (Washington and
Michigan) may be adequate for protection of the resources, and that further
Federal protection is not warranted.

Administrative Versus Congressional Designations: Four Examples

A 630-square nautical mile area surrounding Thunder Bay (Lake Huron),
Michigan became an active candidate for sanctuary designation by elevation
off of the Site Evaluation List (SEL) in 1992. Originally this site was being
examined for comprehensive ecosystem and cultural and history resource
protection. Proposed management of Thunder Bay is now so narrowly
focused that the pending designation currently causes little controversy.
However, that "lack of controversy" was not achieved without significant
(and protracted) on-site efforts. Although development activities for
Thunder Bay's potential designation have extended over a long period of
time, early on in that process a "core group" of persons representing
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agencies and organizations with commercial, recreational, or management
interests was established to provide NOAA with guidance and suggestions
regarding the scope of a National Marine Sanctuary at Thunder Bay.

In 1983 the Washington State Nearshore (later called Northern Puget
Sound) site was placed on the SEL. In 1988, the site was elevated to active
candidacy by Congress during the Reauthorization ofTitle III of the Marine
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA). During the Scoping
meeting process the study area was expanded to include the Straits of Juan
de Fuca and the site is now known as the Northwest Straits. Over 100

public meetings have been held with constituent groups and local
government officials over a 6-year period.

Congressional designation sidesteps the administrative Site Evaluation List
(SEL) selection process, which can take years for a listed site to become a
designated sanctuary as it is heavily dependent upon additional resources
being available. Congressionally-designated sites may not be formally
evaluated by the SEL process before they are placed as top priority.
Congress makes this decision for NOAA. The congressional action
automatically requires NOAA, Sanctuaries and Reserves Division to begin
the formal National Marine Sanctuary Act (NMSA) and National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) processes to work with the public,
affected state and tribal/native interests in developing a management plan
for the site.

Hawaii has a long history in National Marine Sanctuaries Program. In the
late 1970s, local researchers in Maui submitted a proposal to establish a
Hawaiian Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. Then-Governor
Ariyoshi appointed a 15-member advisory group to assist the state in its
evaluation of the proposal and to help develop a draft Environmental
Impact Statement/Management Plan (DEIS/MP). In 1984, NOAA released
the DEIS/MP and held public hearings that with met with strong opposition
by some user groups. These interest groups rallied the Governor to
withdraw state waters from the Sanctuary in July of that year. NOAA then
suspended work on the project. In 1992, Hawaii worked with their
delegation to get the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine
Sanctuary designated Congressionally. Three and one-half years later, the
congressional-designation continues to overshadow the public process.
Many citizens feel that the sanctuary was "slipped in" without broad public
input or even knowledge that there was such a proposal. People continue
to ask, "Why were we never asked if we even wanted a Sanctuary," and
think the Sanctuary is a "done deal." As such, many people have developed
a mistrust for the designation process and the federal government, and are
further discouraged from participating in the development of the site.
Their focus remains on undoing the action rather than shaping the
sanctuary into something that can benefit their community and better
addresses their true resource concerns.
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The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and Protection Act of 1990
establishesa National Marine Sanctuary encompassingapproximately 2,800
square nautical miles of coastaland oceanicwaters and the submerged lands
thereunder. Sixty-five percent of the sanctuary is comprised of state
waters. The size and diversity of the congressionally designated Florida
Keys National Marine Sanctuary (FKNMS) (as well as the legislation itself)
mandate development of a comprehensive Management Plan (MP). To
accomplish this objective, the FKNMS MP addresses issues outside the
"traditional" scope of sanctuary management, such as water quality and
land use. Comments received on the recently release DEIS/MP have been
numerous.

Regardless of whether a designation is Administrative or congressional,
when the FEIS/MP is completed, Congress, the Governor of the affected
state, and the Secretary of Commerce all review the project and determine
if a sanctuary will be designated in state and federal waters. State
governors have the ability to veto all or any portions of the management
plan or regulatioas that are not in the state's interest.

Maintaining the Balance Between State
and Federal Interests

The National Marine Sanctuaries Act fosters flexibility to address resource
protection needs on a case by case basis —allowing for achievement of an
equitable balance between state and federal authorities. Part of
investigating the adequacy of existing state (and other federal) regulatory
and other resource protection mechanisms and determining what may be
necessary, is an identification of regulatory "gaps" that preclude
comprehensive, system protection. This coordinated investigation, with the
state (as well as other federal or regional agencies with jurisdiction in the
area), should also result in constructive discussions developing reasoned
approaches to protecting the proposed sanctuary environment. An
obviously significant reason for those discussions is the combined desire to
accomplish system protection economically. Over time it is very clear that
state governments do not generally want NOAA (or any other federal
authority) to supersede regulation of state waters or resources. NOAA does
not generally wish to be duplicative, but rather to complement, coordinate
and work in partnership.

The designation of the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary
immediately presented issuesof concerns for not only user groups but other
federal and state agencies. Humpback whales are already protected under
the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and
the whale's habitat is covered by a myriad of other regulations.
Throughout the public comment period, NOAA heard repeatedly that there
are enough regulations to protect humpback whales and that the existing
regulatory processes are already too bureaucratic. After careful analysis
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and consultations with other experts and agencies, NOAA determined that
theexisting stateand federal regulations to protect the humpback whale and
their habitat are sufficient to provide protection, and as such proposed to
incorporate those regulations into Sanctuary regulations. As a result the
Sanctuary wouldnot contain any provisions for the issuance of independent
Sanctuary permits, but work within the existing regulatory and permit
processes. The sanctuary would also have direct authority to work with
other federal andstateagencies to coordinate and enforce permitviolations.

In order to interface with the permit processes of other agencies, it became
necessary to develop more formalized coordination procedures. As such the
Sanctuary worked with the National Marine Fisheries Service, the Corps of
Engineers, andtheHawaii Department of Health to develop Memoranda of
Understanding as to howthesanctuary would review andcomment on their
permit applications. Less formalized coordination mechanisms were also
initiated with the local sanctuary users and interest areas to ensure the
sanctuary was not only listening to theirconcerns, but not duplicating their
efforts. The sanctuary helped sponsor enforcement meetings with boat
users, held numerous "town meetings" and small information meetings to
solicit publicinput on issue papers and the DEIS/MP and organized ad-hoc
focus groups (i.e., education) to help the Sanctuary and the community
focus on that particular issue. Finally, many of these coordination
mechanisms have been even more formalized in the creation of a 25-member
Sanctuary Advisory Council (SAC) for Hawaii, which gives the
representatives the ability to provide advice and recommendation to the
actuary on management issues.

Regardless of how and why a proposed site is elevated from NOAA's Site
Evaluation List (SEL) to "active candidate" status, there are some initial
tasks which must be undertaken by NOAA prior to embarking upon the
time-consuming and labor-intensive process of designation. Important
among these steps is the establishment of open and continuing
communication with the state(s) most directly affected by potential
sanctuary designation. Particularly in the case of proposed Sanctuaries
incorporating state waters (or evensites whose proposed boundaries would
abut state waters), it Is imperative that NOAA and the state fully
understand the expectations, as well as the limitations, of each other
throughout this process.

Memoranda of Understanding or Agreement (MOU/MOA) are often used
as a vehicle to set up a formal working relationship between the state and
federal partners. This is particularly critical to the development of a
DEIS/MP and how resource protection will be dealt with in state waters.
Sanctuaries could never function properly absent cooperative, working
partnerships with the states upon whose shores they may lap. Before
entering into a long-term partnership, however, each stateand NOAA party
must determine the advantages (or potential advantages) available to each,
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as well as the possible disadvantages. State governments established long
before the National Marine Sanctuaries presumably have some mechanisms
for managing uses of coastal waters and resources within their jurisdiction.
It is the responsibility of the program to ensure opportunities are made
available for active and continuing participation by states in both the
sanctuary designation process, and in ongoing sanctuary management
following designation. Part of the challenge is to both recognize and take
advantage of the existing experience and expertise of state governments in
managing coastal marine or Great Lake areas. Beyond ensuring
opportunities, it also is the responsibility of the program to secure the long-
term commitment of the state to cooperative partnerships before final
sanctuary designation occurs.

An additional issue can be how to most effectively address the concerns of
native peoples who have traditionally used areas under consideration for
designation or that have been designated as NMS. These peoples usually
have pre-existing treaty rights to resources within a proposed or designated
NMS site and are also active stewards for the resources. The United States
Government and the National Marine Sanctuary Program work with these
recognized treaty tribes as individual nations and strive to address joint
stewardship concerns where appropriate. This is often a complex
relationship especially when NOAA is a relatively new player in marine
resource protection for a specific area. Native peoples, not unlike state
governments are extremely concerned about usurpation of their authorities
and their abilities to implement their authorities. There are times when the
National Marine Sanctuary Program can provide some benefits in access to
expertise and resources as well as serve a catalyst to focus resources from
any number of parties to address common resource protection concerns.

Unique ModeLs of Public Involvement

The National Marine Sanctuary program uses a number of models of public
involvement in the designation and management process, tailoring them to
the needs of each community. These models range from informal to formal
and generally change and grow when a site is designated or as a site
matures. In the first attempt to designate a sanctuary in Hawaii in the
early 1980s, the Governor formed a 15-memher Advisory group (non
governmental representatives only) to assist the state in its evaluation of the
sanctuary and to provide direct input into the development of the
management plan. This group, in concert with interest groups, influenced
the Governor's decision to terminate the first proposed sanctuary. Hawaii
used a similar advisory structure in 1992 after the Hawaiian Islands
Humpback Whale NMS after Congressional designation. The Governor,
through the Office of State Planning (OSP), created a State Working Group
(SWG) to advise the state and NOAA in developing the DEIS/MP. This
SWG initially had over 30 members and was comprised of government
(federal, state, and county) representatives and a variety of other user
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groups. The group primarily functioned to provide comments on
management alternatives and issues as needed. Over time the SWG grew
to more than 50 members and became too large to be truly effective. In
addition, the group never had clear mandate or direction from the state as
to what its role should be.

In response to comments requesting greater public involvement following
the publication of the DEIS/MP, and to involve the public in on-going
management issues, SRD and OSP worked to create a smaller, more
workable advisory group patterned after Sanctuary Advisory Councils
(SACs) used in Monterey Bay and in Olympic Coast sanctuaries. Numerous
modifications were made for Hawaii, including different state and federal
government representatives, a native Hawaiian seat and other site-specific
user groups. Given that Hawaii has 4 counties, spread out over 8 main
Islands, the decision was made to have four county-specific representatives,
who each then will chair individual county working groups. This gives
individuals in each county a platform and a greater ability to interface with
sanctuary management. The main purposeof the SAC is to provide advice
and recommendations to the sanctuary manager and SRD on the
management issues in the SAC. This will include developing the final
EIS/MP and to provide advice on-going management issues after the
sanctuary is fully designated and operational.

Following the public scoping meetings for the FKNMS, a series of
workshops was conducted to establish the foundation for building the MP.
Four working teams were forged to provide the vision and knowledge
necessary to achieve FKNMS goals: 1) an Interagency Core Group
(composed of federal, state, and local agencies with direct jurisdictional
responsibility in the FKNMS) to develop policiesand direct and oversee the
MP development process; 2) a Strategy Identification Work Group (49 local
scientists and management experts) to generate an initial set of strategies
and details on implementation requirements; 3) a Sanctuary Advisory
Council (representing the dive industry, environmental groups, and
commercial and recreational fishermen) to ensure public input into the MP,
and to advise and assist NOAA on policy related to a marine zoning plan,
activities needing regulation, and recommendations of preferred
management alternatives; and 4) a NOAA team (scientists, planners, and
attorneys) to develop and implement the process to produce the MP.

NOAA and Washington formed an advisory group in 1989 called the
Northern Puget Sound Marine Sanctuary Working Advisory Committee
(WAC) to assist in coordinating collection and review of information and
identification of marine related issues of concern. The WAC met for the
first time in 1990. Membership was composed of representatives from
county planningoffices, state agencies, federal agencies, commercial fishing
interests, environmental organizations, civic organizations, shipping and
port interests, recreational boating, academic institutions, and tribal
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interests. Subcommittees were then established to pursue further more
specific information, these were open to anyone interested in participating.
The study area was expanded as a result of the work of the WAC and
information obtained in a series of 1989 scoping meetings. Additionally in
1989, and again in 1994, Memoranda ofUnderstanding were signed between
NOAA and the Department of Ecology affirming and detailing how the two
agencies would work together in concert to address the evaluation of the
protection of the region's marine resources and whether designation of the
National Marine Sanctuary was appropriate.

Although development activities for Thunder Bay's potential designation
have extended over a long period of time, early on in that process a "core
group" of persons representing agencies and organizations with commercial,
recreational, or management interests was established to provide NOAA
with guidance and suggestions regarding the scope of a National Marine
Sanctuary at Thunder Bay. Core group meetings were combined with
public meetings, so that the wider community could also contribute to
determining and defining what the program could bring to the state's
already-established recognition of Thunder Bay's underwater cultural
resources. The resulting proposals at this site comprise a narrowly-focused
proposed management regime directed solely at the underwater cultural
resources (i.e., shipwrecks) and archeological sites, such as prehistoric
settlements.

Integral Partnerships

Progress at all of these sites has been slow. NOAA and the States must
recognize the absolute need for each party to any potential partnership to
have both a realistic expectations of what designation can accomplish, and
an understanding of what each party's specified roles are throughout the
designation process, as well as in Sanctuary management. Without this
initial understanding, designation of a proposed Sanctuary is certain to be
needlessly delayed and controversial.

From the state's perspective, the presence of a National Marine Sanctuary
partially or wholly situated within state waters is often viewed as a mixed
blessing. It shouldn't and doesn't have to be that way. Initial and
continuing frank discussions between NOAA and state governments should
lead to mutual understanding and expectations by all parties. There should
be no unrealistic expectations by any party as to what NOAA or any state
agency is capable of bringing to the partnership. There may be (and likely
will be) conflicts of usage, of management initiatives, of research or
educational priorities, of resource management philosophies. Resolution of
such conflicts is part of the designation process. That is, after all, what a
National Marine Sanctuary strives to be: a partnership among stakeholder
parties. And the primary message from NOAA to the public regarding
Sanctuaries is that we are all stakeholders.
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Prominent among the points that each party (NOAA and any state) must
make to the other are these: National Marine Sanctuary designation is a
Federal designation; implementation of a sanctuary's management plan is
a national program. All National Marine Sanctuaries are nationally-
recognized treasures whose long-term protection and management are
ultimately the responsibility of the federal government.

Lisa C. Symons
Pacific Region
NOAA/NOS, Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
1305 East-West Highway, 12th Floor
Silver Spring, MD, USA 20910

Ph (301) 713-3141 xl08
Fax (301) 713-0404
Email lsymons@ocean.nos.noaa.gov
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REACHING BEYOND THE GOVERNMENT:

SANCTUARY ADVISORY COUNCILS' ROLES IN

MANAGING SANCTUARY RESOURCES

Elizabeth Moore, NOAA/National Ocean Service
Edward Lindelof, NOAA/National Ocean Service

Introduction

Though advisory committees in one form or another have long been a staple
of various levelsof government, the prohibitive requirements of other laws
had kept the National Marine Sanctuary Program (NMSP) from venturing
too far into this realm. With relief provided by the 1992 legislative
reauthorization of the NMSP, this "new" concept was introduced that would
allow for far more public participation in sanctuary management than ever
before. The NMSP currently has three standing sanctuary Advisory
Councils (at Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (NMS), Monterey Bay
NMS, and Olympic Coast NMS) and two more in development that are
expected to begin meeting by summer of 1996 (Hawaiian Islands Humpback
Whale NMS and Stellwagen Bank NMS).

Mission and Structure of Councils

Advisory councils are established to generally provide advice on the
designation and management of national marine sanctuaries. Their
activities for the NMSP may include reviewing documents, proposals, and
agreements; informing the NMSP about issues or problems to be addressed;
assisting in developing priorities for research, education, and outreach; and
advising on use and development of sanctuary facilities. Councils also
provide a fundamental link with the local communities.

Sanctuary advisory councils are governed by charters, that provide for,
among other things, composition; member selection process; goals and
responsibilities; and operation guidelines. Selection processes have differed
slightly from site to site, but usually non-government seats are filled by a
public process that involves receipt of applications, preliminary review, and
selection and confirmation of a final candidate. Government seats are

appointed by their respective agencies.

Membership on advisory councils varies from site to site, and is dependent
upon the resources, user groups, and issues of that sanctuary. AH five
permanent or pending councils have representatives from the business
sector; the research and education communities; conservation
organizations; and the community-at-large. Most of the councils also
include government representatives from local, tribal, state, and/or federal
agencies. Councils range in size from 15 to 22 members.
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Importance and Advantagesof Councils

Whether by design or simply fortuitous, sanctuary advisory councils have
comeat the time they were probably most needed by the NMSP. First, the
recent trends in sanctuary designations have been "bigger" and "closer."
Most of the newer sanctuaries (i.e., Florida Keys, Monterey, and Olympic)
are larger then the NMSP perhaps planned for 10 years ago. These recent
sites also come right up to the shoreline and therefore encompass a much
broader suite of resource uses and user groups. An advisory council helps
bring those voices to the table.

Second, though the NMSP hasalways had a mandate to facilitate multiple
uses of a sanctuary, that were compatible with the primary mandate of
resource protection, such a directive has been increasingly harder. The
NMSP has seen not only increasing numbers of users of sanctuary resources
(partially by moving into coastal waters, but also due to the increasing size
of coastal populations) but has alsoencountered a varietyof uses and issues
that have never been dealt with at a site. Advisory councils provide a
forum for helping resolve or avoid user conflicts.

Third, the NMSPhas long recognized that for a sanctuary to be successful,
it must become a part of the community to which it lies adjacent. To this
end, the numbers of onsite staff members and the autonomy of sanctuary
managershave been increased in recent years. However, the establishment
of an advisory council composed of members of the community is perhaps
a more important step. Members of the council become invested in the
proper management of theirsanctuaryand the protection of their sanctuary
resources. Conversely, the council provides a link to the communityfor the
sanctuary staff that would perhaps not otherwise exist.

Finally, though the NMSP has been committed to obtaining strong public
input in the management ofsanctuaryresources, the methods to obtain such
input have sometimes been limited to bureaucratic designation and
regulatory procedures, or informal and infrequent opportunities through
various other channels. Advisory councils provide a "user-friendly,"
regularly scheduled venue for the public to participate in sanctuary
management.

Disadvantages of CounciLs

In examining the variety of methods available to the NMSP to enhance
management of sanctuaries and their resources, advisory councils would
never fall under the "easy" category. Advisory councils are labor- and
resource-intensive, both during the formation (usually a 12- to 18-month
process involving preparing a charterandselecting members) and operation
(which involves ongoing preparationofbriefings and documents, conducting
meetings, and meeting follow-ups). There is also a long learning curve
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involved, for both members of the council and the staff of the effected
sanctuary, when the potential for mis-steps and miscommunication is
highest. A very fine line exists between preparing an advisory council to
provide the best advice to the sanctuary that it can, and staffing an advisory
council as if it were a body of independent authority. Similarly, there is a
fine line between providing answers to questions from an advisory council,
and just answering to an advisory council. However, given time and
patience and open communication, these difficulties can be resolved.

Impacts of Councils on Sanctuary Management

Sanctuary advisory councils have already had profound effects on the way
in which sanctuary resources are managed and protected. First, in general,
they have provided new voices in helping make management decisions, the
direct collective voice of the community. An advisory council, together with
its subcommittees and work groups, can provide the expertise, knowledge,
experience, and points-of-view of dozens of individuals that live and work
beside and in the sanctuary.

Second, and more specifically, advisory councils can assist in making
management decisions and resolving issues by providing, for little or no
cost, technical and scientific information that would not perhaps be
otherwise readily available. As an example, the Research Activity Panel of
the Monterey Bay NMS Advisory Council provided a report at NOAA's
request that was instrumental in recent rulemaking processes to ban
attraction of white sharks in the state waters of that site.

Finally, advisory councils provide a forum for discussion of issues and topics
that can lead to resolution of problems without having to resort to more
drastic procedures, such as new regulatioas.

Conclusion

All of the most recently designated sanctuaries have, or will soon have,
advisory councils. There has also been some interest by older sites to
consider forming advisory councils. Sanctuary advisory councils have, in
the first three years of their existence in the NMSP, become a fundamental,
even routine, facet of sanctuary management.

Elizabeth Moore

NOAA/NOS, Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
1305 East West Highway, 12th Floor
Silver Spring, MD, USA 20910

Ph (301) 713-3141 x 170
Fax (301) 713-0404
Email emoore@atlantic.nos.noaa.gov
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REGULATIONS AND PERMITS:

THE FOUNDATIONS OF
LONG-TERM RESOURCE PROTECTION

Helen Golde, NOAA/National Ocean Service,
Michael Weiss, NOAA Office of Assistant General Counsel for Ocean

Services, and Margo Jackson, NOAA Office of Assistant General Counsel
for Ocean Services

Introduction

EachNationalMarineSanctuarycontains regulations that prohibit a narrow
range ofactivities. These prohibitions were generally developed during the
process for designation of the particular sanctuary and were issued
primarily to address actual or potential threats to the natural and cultural
resources of the sanctuary. Each sanctuary's regulations also provide for
theissuance ofsanctuary permits toconduct otherwise prohibited activities.
Both the regulatory prohibitions and thepermitting criteria have evolved as
newer sanctuaries have been designated. This paper will explore this
evolution, the problems that have resulted, and potential solutions to those
problems.

Prohibited Activities and Permitting Criteria

The National Marine Sanctuary Program (NSMP) has matured since the
firstsanctuary was designated in1975. Similarly, theregulations regarding
prohibited activities and permitting criteria have evolved to reflect lessons
learned in administering the NMSP, and changes in the National Marine
Sanctuaries Act (NMSA), the statutory authority for the NMSP. In general,
regulatory prohibitions have evolved to become more precise toclearly and
comprehensively address the concerns for which they were issued. For
example, earlier National Marine Sanctuaries prohibit exploring or
producing oil, gas or minerals whereas the more recently designated
sanctuaries contain absolute prohibitions with express language that no
permits may be issued for such activities. This is clearly reflected in the
newer Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary where such activities are
not only absolutely prohibited by regulation, but are also statutorily
prohibited.

Sanctuary permitting regulations have also evolved tomore clearly describe
permitting requirements and criteria, and toreflect changes to the NMSA.
All sanctuaries generally allow for the permitting of specific types of
activities (e.g., research or education). Further, all sanctuaries contain a
listofgeneral criteria which must beconsidered when deciding whether to
issue a permit. Such general criteria include the financial and professional
capability of theapplicant, theapplicability of the proposed methodology,
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and the expected negative and positive impacts on the sanctuary resources
and qualities. Newer sanctuaries {e.g., Monterey Bay and Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary), however, contain more specific regulatory
criteria, including the requirement that activities can be permitted only if
they are found to cause "only negligible short-term adverse effects to
Sanctuary resources and qualities." This requirement results in a more
stringent review of proposed activities to reflect the higher degree of
resource protection for these sites.

Although all sanctuaries are limited in the types of activities they can permit
(e.g., research, education), more recently designated sites allow the review,
conditioning and Authorization of other agency permits thus allowing a
broader range of activities than are allowed to be permitted by the
Sanctuary. Thus, a non-research or education activity within the Monterey
Bay National Marine Sanctuary may be allowed by Authorizing a permit
issued by a state agency, such as the California Coastal Commission. The
Sanctuary staff will review the Coastal Commission permit and, add
appropriate, additional conditions necessary to protect Sanctuary resources,
and Authorize the state permit. More types of uses are thereby allowed in
the Sanctuary while still protecting its resources. However, if a use is
contrary to the resource protection mandate, the Sanctuary may object to
the issuance of the State permit.

Effects of Existing Regulatory Structure

The evolution of the regulations has caused some variance between
sanctuaries and problems identifying which activities may be prohibited.
For example, a fishing exception to the discharge prohibition is worded
slightly differently for the three central California sanctuaries and has
caused confusion as to whether discharging fish parts, chumming materials,
and bait for non-fishing purposes is or is not expressly prohibited.

Because some older sanctuary regulations contain less explicit permitting
criteria, they may be more open to interpretation by the sanctuary staff
when evaluating a permit application. Contrasted to the requirement in new
sanctuaries to find "only negligible short-term adverse effect", the result
could be that similar activities subject to similar prohibitions may meet
dissimilar results dependent on where they are proposed to be conducted.
Although differing results would be consistent with the particular
sanctuary's regulations, it can result in confusion among users of the
various sanctuaries.

The wider interpretation of regulations in the older sites may foster more
uses of an individual sanctuary, while the more explicit newer regulations
may be less open for interpretation and thus allow fewer different uses.
However, the addition of the Authorization regulation in the newer sites also
allows for more uses than are not allowed at older sites. Older sites like
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Gray's Reef or the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuaries allow
otherwise prohibited activities only for research and education purposes.
With the addition of larger sites that include large amounts of populated
shoreline, however, these constraints have been necessarily widened.
Authorization of other agency permits allows these other activities to take
place once the sanctuary has determined that they are compatible and
conditioned them appropriately.

Future Steps

The NMSP is taking several steps to alleviate some of the inconsistencies
described above. First of all the permitting system is being overhauled to
facilitatemore consistent review of permitapplications. Thesechanges will
incorporate standard application and review forms which will hopefully
minimize the potential for differential interpretation of less explicit
regulations and permitting criteria.

Secondly, the National Marine Sanctuary Program hopes to undertake a
comprehensive evaluation of theexisting regulatory structure for each site.
The management plan and regulations for eachsiteare to be reviewed every
five years to determine whether they are still adequately fulfilling the
programs mandate. Fiscal constraints have led toa backlog ofsites that are
due for this fiveyear review. Hopefully, in the next twoyears the program
will be able to review all of its site regulations to make them as consistent
as possible, where appropriate. Administering the National Marine
Sanctuary Program is an iterative process and the lessons learned will
continue to he applied in the future.

Helen M. Golde

NOAA-Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
1305 East West Highway, 12th Floor
Silver Spring, MD, USA 20910

Ph (301) 713-3145 x 152
Fax (301) 713-0404
Email hgolde@ocean.nos.noaa.gov
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THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF

MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

ON NITROGEN LOADING TO THE

RHODE ISLAND SALT POND REGION

Laura M. Ernst, University of Rhode Island
Virginia Lee, University of Rhode Island

Alan Desbonnet, University of Rhode Island

Introduction

Increasingly, non-point source problems in coastal communities require
managers at the local, state, and federal levels to determine new methods
of evaluation for cumulative impacts. The result of small seemingly
harmless decisions about wetland conversion, small lot development, water
use, and redirection, sewer extensions and septic system use are apparent
in the environmental problems faced by communities today. Resource
managers are confronted with a number of human-induced problems
including: declines in fishery stocks; endangered and rare species habitat
loss; microbial and nutrient pollution in public and private water supplies;
and nutrient enrichment from sewer outfalls and non-point source pollution.
Although the concept of cumulative impact management became a part of
our national environmental policy through the Council on Environmental
Quality Guidelines in 1978 (40 C.F.R. §4321 et seq., 1978), under the
National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. §1508.9 et seq., 1969), many
coastal management programs need to incorporate initiatives for cumulative
impact evaluation.

The Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) and
four town governments are considering the cumulative impact problem as
it relates to nitrogen loading in the salt pond region of Rhode Island. The
salt pond region covers 23,473 acres and includes 9 coastal lagoons locally
known as "salt ponds." Water quality in the salt ponds is managed by a
special area management plan (SAMP). The SAMP utilizes low-density
zoning regulations and alternative septic systems to limit the source of
nitrogen to the salt ponds. As part of the 1995 revisions to the SAMP, a
cumulative and secondary impact study of development was undertaken by
the University of Rhode Island Coastal Resources Center. A nitrogen
loading budget for each of the salt ponds was calculated based on recent
research results (Gold et al., 1990); personal communications with local
planners, farmers, and golf course managers; and the Rhode Island
Geographic Information System (RIGIS). Total nitrogen loading to each
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salt pond was determined for 1981,1992 and full development (buildout) of
the watershed based on present zoning regulations.

The Nitrogen Loading Problem for CoastalEcosystems

In 1968, Garret Hardin wrote that pollution problems in general are a
consequence of population (Hardin, 1968). In the case of nitrogen, this is
particularly true. Increases in population affectthe quantity of nitrogen in
the environment because growing populations demand increasing amounts
of nitrogen fertilizer to meet basic human nutritional needs (Nixon, 1993).
An expanding population also requires more housing and development in
cities, towns, and rural areas. Along with new houses there are sewers,
sewage treatment systems, and individual sewage disposal systems which
load nitrogen to groundwater. Cars emit nitrogen oxides into the
atmosphere, which leads to higher concentrations of nitrogen inatmospheric
deposition. Increases in impervious areas infiuence the transmission of
nitrogen to receiving waters. Increases of nitrate-nitrogen in private wells,
and publicwater suppliescan be a problem if concentrations exceed the ten
part permillion health limit (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1976).
Highnitrate-nitrogen levels indrinking watercancause methemoglobinemia
(a potentially lethal decreased ability of the blood to transport oxygen) in
infants and have been correlated with progeny malformations (National
Research Council, 1977; Dorsch etal., 1984). In coastal areas, the potential
for nutrient pollution in coastal and estuarine waters poses multiple
problems for human, natural and economic health.

Problem Statement and Approach

Although nutrients are important for the productivity of coastal marine
ecosystems (Rytherand Dunstan, 1971), excessive amountsof anthropogenic
inorganic nitrogen can produce undesirable changes in thesesystems. The
real problem for scientists and managers Is that we do not know how much
nitrogen coastal marine ecosystems can assimilate before there are serious
impacts to habitat and fishery resources. Anthropogenic introduction of
nitrate into the salt ponds increases the productivity of phytoplankton and
macroalgae. As these species proliferate, mass algal growth blocks sunlight
from other plant species like eel grass (Zostera marina) and bottom
organisms. Increasing nutrient loading leads to the replacement of
seagrasses and slow-growing macroalgae by fast-growing macroalgae and
phytoplankton (Duarte, 1995). Managers need to understand how these
changes disrupt the food chain and the implications for marine species. If
managers can associate various quantities of nitrogen loading and the
impacts on coastal habitats, then land-use can be managed to limit the
source and transmission of nitrogen in coastal watersheds. Human
population increases, development pressures on the coastal zone, summer
cottage conversion, and seaside tourists all contribute to the amount of
anthropogenic nitrogen which can load into coastal waters.
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If it is possible to identify changes in the source and transmission of
nitrogen over a period of time, managers can use this information to
support local and state regulations which limit development in the
watersheds of nutrient sensitive water bodies. By identifying significant
changes within the salt pond watershed over time, it is possible to show the
cumulative impact of past management decisions. Nitrogen is transmitted
to the salt ponds by four paths: groundwater, atmospheric deposition,
stream flow, and offshore. Since groundwater is the largest source of fresh
water to the salt ponds (Olsen and Lee, 1984), loading to groundwater from
septic systems, lawn, agriculture, playing field, and golf course fertilizers,
and atmospheric deposition is the focus of management policy and actions.

Methods

Loading estimates of dissolved inorganic nitrogen from groundwater were
determined for each of the salt ponds. Groundwater loading calculations
are based on field experiments of Gold et al. (1990) and Koppleman (1978)
for nitrate-nitrogen loading from septic systems, fertilizer, domestic pets,
and atmospheric deposition to groundwater. Aerial photos from R.I.
Statewide Planning (1981) and the R.I. CRMC (1992) were used along with
surface watershed maps generated by RIGIS (1995) to determine the
number of housing units in each watershed. U.S. Census Bureau data from
1980 and 1990 were used to determine the total number of year-round
residents living in each watershed. Seasonal population was calculated from
a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers hurricane evacuation study for
Misquamicut Beach, Westerly, Rhode Island (1994). Personal
communications with local farmers, golf course managers, and town
planners established fertilizer application rates. Data for nitrogen loading
at buildout was determined from RIGIS and town zoning maps. Nitrogen
flux from surface and storm waters were measured for the major streams
in each salt pond. Atmospheric deposition was based on field work
completed by Fraher (1991) and Nixon et al. (1982). The concentration of
nitrate-nitrogen in groundwater was measured in 155 private wells, and
calculated from available groundwater volumes (1/yr) (Grace and Kelley,
1981) and total nitrate-nitrogen loading (kg/yr), for six of the salt ponds.
Total nitrogen loading from groundwater to the coastal ponds, and
groundwater concentrations of nitrogen, are summarized in Appendix A.

Results

Changes in land-use in the salt pond region are reflected in the calculated
nitrogen loading budget for the salt pond in 1981 and 1992. At buildout,
there is the potential for nitrogen concentrations in groundwater to increase
between 1 and 5 mg/l in some watersheds. The largest contribution of
nitrogen to groundwater in 1981 and 1992 is from septic systems with the
exception of Cards Pond in 1981, where agricultural land-uses accounted for
3/4 of the nitrogen budget. Considering the current day zoning for Cards
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Pond watershed, residential sources of nitrogen could result in an increase
ofnitrogen in groundwater from4 mg/l to 9 mg/l. In PotterPond, nitrogen
loading from residential land-use decreased.in 1992 dueto littledevelopment
in the watershed, and a decrease in the median number of people per house
between 1980 and 1990 (U.S. Census Bureau). At full development, Potter
Pond watershed has the potential for 1,286 more houses which would
increase the total loading to the salt pond by 43% (Ernst, 1996). In Point
Judith, Trustom, and Green Hill Pond watersheds, nitrogen loading from
agriculture in 1981 was replaced by loading from residential land-uses in
1992. As a result, groundwater concentrations of nitrogen decreased from
6 mg/l to 3/mg/l.

Agricultural land-uses changed considerably inthesaltpond region between
1981 and 1992. The biggest difference is in Cards Pond watershed where
the loading decreased from 17,103 kg/yrof nitrate-nitrogen (NO,-N) in 1981
to 4,869kg/NOj-N/yr in 1992. The change in loading resulted in a decrease
of nitrogen in groundwater, from 10mg/l to 5 mg/l. Nitrogen loading from
agricultural land-use in Potter Pond watershed decreased between 1981 and
1992.

Nitrogen loading from undeveloped lands increased between 1981 and 1992
in all of the watersheds due to increases of dissolved inorganic nitrogen
(DIN) concentrations in atmospheric wet deposition. The 1981
concentration was .49 mg/l of DIN (Nixon et al., 1982) and the 1992
concentration, .65 mg/DIN/l (Fraher, 1991). The increase of nitrogen in
atmospheric deposition in the salt pond region is contrary to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 1991 emission trends which
indicate nitrous oxide (NOx) in the atmosphere decreased by 25% between
1982 and 1991 (US Department of Transportation and EPA, 1993).
Decreases in NOx emissions are attributed to improved automobile
technology, despite increases in vehicle traffic (US Department of
Transportationand EPA, 1993). Based on dataexisting for southern Rhode
Island, the decrease in NOx emissions is not evident from wet deposition of
DIN between 1981 and 1992. Nitrogen loading to groundwater and coastal
waters from atmospheric deposition poses interesting policy implications
because communities trying to control nutrient fluxes within watershed
landscapes are reliant on federal regulation of air quality emissions.

Conclusions

Nitrogen is a good indicator of the cumulative impacts of management
decisions because changes in the quantity and transmission of nitrogen in
the landscape can be quantified. Groundwater sources of nitrogen loading
to the salt ponds have increased and will continue to increase because of
currentzoning regulations andland-use planning decisions madeby the four
towns in the region. The largest contribution of nitrogen to groundwater
in the salt pond watersheds is from septic systems. Septic systems account
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for92%of the nitrate-nitrogen loading fromresidential development (Ernst,
1996), based on loading from septic systems, lawn fertilizers (Gold et al.,
1990) and domestic pet loading (Koppleman, 1978). The contribution of
residential nitrogen sources is an obvious target for management by local
and state governments. The 1984 SAMP attempted to control nitrogen
loading through recommended zoning changes in each of the towns. Yet,
changes between 1981 and 1992 indicate that septic systems, domestic pets
and lawn fertilizers increased the amount of groundwater nitrogen loading.
Under current zoning regulations, sources of nitrogen will continue to
increase and Potter, Cards, Trustom and Green Hill Ponds could approach
or exceed 5 mg/NO,-N/l at full development.

Management decisions at the local, state, and federal level have resulted in
increases of nitrogen loading to the salt ponds. In order to manage salt
pond water quality and to protect private and public water supplies, state
standards should be adopted for nitrogen concentrations in groundwater.
The Cape Cod Planning and Economic Development Commission
(CCPEDC) adopted a 5 mg/N03-N/l standard for planning purposes to
protect water supply areas, private wells and small volume community
wells, and to provide some protection for coastal resources (CCPEDC and
EPA, 1978). The CRMC and local communities also need to consider the
impacts a groundwater concentration of5 mg/NO,-N/l could have on private
wells and the salt ponds; and include a standard groundwater nitrogen
concentration as part of the SAMP and local compreheusive plans.

The management framework of the SAMP provides a useful mechanism for
evaluating cumulative impacts because nitrogen sources in the watershed are
identified on a watershed basis, land-use data is available through RIGIS,
and there are data sets available to compare changes in nitrogen loading.
The SAMP is also a useful framework for measuring cumulative impacts to
coastal water quality because loading calculations indicate the changes in
land-use which may have a negative impact on water quality in the salt
ponds and coastal habitats over a period of time. Finally, the SAMP is a
cooperative effort between the CRMC and the local town communities.
This relationship allows the state to impact local land-use management
without removing control from the local authorities.
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Appendix A
Nitrogen Loading (kg/yr) to Groundwater in the Rhode Island Salt Pond Region 1981,1992, and

Buildout

Salt Pond Point Judith Potter Cards

1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout

Residential

Septics 17705 23773 37429 13467 13078 25300 4282 4514 13334

Lawns 776 1342 1968 594 600 1161 189 207 612

Pets 1051 1743 2554 800 776 1502 254 268 792

Total

Residential

19S32 26858 41951 14861 14454 27963 4725 4989 14738

Agriculture 3040 223 223 13242 1620 1620 17103 4860 4860

Undeveloped 382 1089 151 311 884 91 199 566 1

Playing Fields 163 163 163 41 41 41 0 0 0

Total Loading 23117 28333 42488 28455 16999 29715 22027 10415 19599

Groundwater

Concentration

(Mg/N03-N/1)

0.91 1.12 1.67 5.68 3.39 5.92 10.20 4.82 9.07



Appendix A Cont.

Salt Pond Trustom Green Hill Ninigret

1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout

Residential

Septics 603 1264 2081 15465 22467 28664 12560 17606 22759

Lawns 27 58 96 682 1031 1315 440 647 836

Pets 36 75 124 918 1334 1702 746 1045 1351

Total

Residential

666 1397 2301 17065 24832 31681 13746 19298 24946

Agriculture 5167 2025 2025 3740 0 0 8637 8637 8637

Undeveloped 63 178 127 258 • 733 8 560 1593 432

Playing
Fields

0 0 0 70 70 70 67 67 67

Total

Loading
5896 3600 4453 21133 25635 31759 23010 29595 34082

Groundwater

Concentration

(Mg/N03
N/1)

5.36 3.27 4.05 3.10 3.76 4.65 1.54 1.98 2.00



Appendix A Cont.

Salt Pond Quonochontaug Winnapaug Maschaug

1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout 1981 1992 Buildout

Residential

Septics 8847 10613 20886 11046 15139 27151 1217 3127 3870

Lawns 357 449 884 526 773 1373 58 156 193

Pets 525 630 1240 656 919 1632 72 186 230

Total

Residential

9729 11692 23010 12228 16831 30156 1347 3469 4293

Agriculture 961 961 961 2853 2853 2853 0 0 0

Undeveloped 215 613 30 187 532 0 20 56 0

Golf Course 0 0 0 598 598 598 399 399 399

Playing Fields 134 134 134 7 7 7 0 0 0

Total Loading 11039 13400 24135 15873 20821 33614 1766 3924 4692



FACTORS CONTROLLING THE

DISTRIBUTION OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN

IN AN ESTUARINE SLOUGH

Elizabeth S. Housel, School of Oceanography,
University of Washington

Introduction

Studies performed by the Washington State Department of Ecology (DOE)
in 1992 and 1993 indicated low levels of dissolved oxygen in the Snohomish
River and its distributaries (Thornburgh, 1993; Cusimano, 1994).
Cusimano (1994) suggested that during the August, 1993 survey, oxidation
of organic material in the sediments and water column was the cause of
oxygen depletion, but the relative impact of tidal flushing and biological
oxygen demand (BOD) on dissolved oxygen (DO) levels was uncertain.
Quantitative determination of the DO distribution in an estuanne slough is
difficult because it is influenced by physical processes (river flow, tidal flow,
and gas exchange) and biological processes (photosynthesis and respiration).
A first step in assessing how these processes influence DO levels in the
slough is to measure DO concentration and to gauge river and tidal flow.
A better understanding of the biological processes affecting DO levels can
be obtained by measurement of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) in addition
to DO, because C02 and 02 are inversely related through photosynthesis
and respiration. The 13C:12C of the DIC, expressed using the notation
(DIC 13C), is also a tracer of biological processes because an increase in
DIC concentration during respiration is accompanied by a depletion of the
DIC 13C.

In this study, an attempt was made to assess the relative influence of river
and tidal flow, reaeration, and biological processes on the DO levels of
Steamboat Slough, a distributary of the Snohomish River, Everett,
Washington (Figure 1), on April 5-6, 1995. The observed relationship
between DO, DIC, and DIC 13C versus salinity was compared to the
conservative expectation of each tracer, which is the predicted relationship
if mixing of the fresh water and marine endmemhers was masking biological
effects in the slough. If the observed trend of each tracer matched its
conservative expectation, mixing primarily influenced DO levels. If, on the
other hand, photosynthesis, respiration, or reaeration were controlling DO
levels in the slough, a deviation from the conservative relationship would be
found.

Concentrations of DO and DIC, and the DIC 13C, together with volume
transport data, were used to assess the effect of river and tidal How on DO
levels. The effect of reaeration was estimated from measured DO

concentration and the calculated oxygen saturation value (Garcia and
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Gordon, 1992). Finally, biological processes were assessed by measuring the
downstream distributions and diurnal changes of DO, DIC, and DIC 13C.
Table 1 summarizes the methods that were used to analyze each sample.

Results and Discussion

Both DIC and DIC 13C were directly correlated with salinity, indicating
that Puget Sound was a source of high DIC and DIC 13C to the slough
during high tide. This was confirmed by the downstream distribution of
DIC and DIC 13C: both tracers increased from the head to the mouth of
the slough during high tide (Figure 2). DO, on the other hand, showed an
inverse correlation with salinity, suggesting that DO levels in Puget Sound
were generally lower than DO levels in the river water. The downstream
distribution of DO further suggested this relationship becauseDO decreased
from the head to the mouth of the slough during high tide (Figure 2).

The measured values of DO, DIC, and DIC 13C, with respect to salinity,
were compared with the conservative expectation of each tracer (Figure 3).
The fresh water endmember had a DIC concentration of 380.0 mol/kg, a
DIC 13C of -9.40 o/oo, a DO concentration of 365.0 mol/kg, and a salinity
of 0.045 o/oo. The marine endmember, a lOm-deep sample from Puget
Sound, had a DIC concentration or 1678.6 mol/kg, DIC 13C of 0.26 o/oo,
and was assigned a salinity of 28.500 o/oo because the salinity at 10m in
Puget Sound at this time did not vary significantly from 28.5 o/oo (M. Edie,
University of Washington, pers. comm., 1995). A marine endmember was
not collected for DO, so the endmember was chosen from a six-station
average of DO concentrations that were measured in Port Gardner,
Washington (Figure 1) on April 12, 1995 (Ocean 201, University of
Washington, 1995) to yield a DO concentration of 298.53 mol/kg and a
salinity of 28.450 o/oo. This value may be representative of the DO
concentration of the marine endmember, but there exists some uncertainty
in the value because DO concentration varies widely in the Port Gardner
area.

The close fit of both the DIC and DIC 13C, with respect to salinity, to
conservative expectations indicates that mixing between the fresh and
marine endmembers controlled DIC concentration and DIC 13C in the
slough during April 5-6, 1995. DO, on the other hand, showed a positive
deviation from linearity. The deviationwas likely due to reaeration because
the DO concentrations appeared to be approaching the average saturation
value in the slough (Figure 3). Photosynthesis was ruled out as the cause
of elevated DO levels because no corresponding decrease in DIC or increase
in DIC 13C was observed. An unquestionable conclusion could not be
made, however, due to the poorly defined marine endmember for DO.

Diurnal trends of DIC, DO, DIC 13C, and salinity were compared to
further investigate the factors controlling DO levels in Steamboat Slough.
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The diurnal trend of DO mirrored that of salinity, a tracer of tidal mixing
in the slough, suggesting that DO was primarily influenced by mixing of the
fresh and marine endmembers rather than by biological processes. Inverse
relationships existed between DIC and DO, while DIC and DIC 13C were
directly correlated such that an increase in DIC corresponded to an increase
in DIC 13C. If respiration had been the cause of the diurnal DO decrease,
there would have been a corresponding increase in DIC and depletion in
DIC 13C. Instead, the DIC 13C increased with the observed increase in
DIC, indicating that respiration was not the cause of the DO decrease. The
results of this study thus indicate that mixing and reaeration, rather than
BOD, primarily influenced DO levels in Steamboat Slough under April flow
conditions. If this study had been performed during August flow
conditions, the results may have resembled those of Cusimano (1994).

Table 1. Summary of analytical procedures that were used for this study.

Analyte Method of
Determination

DO Carpenter's
modification of the

Winkler titration

(Carpenter, 1965)
DIC Manometer (Quay et

al., 1992)
DIC 13C Finnigan MAT 251

mass spectrometer

(Craig, 1957)
Salinity Salinometer
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NOAA'S NATIONAL SURVEY OF ESTUARINE EUTROPHICATION:
AN ASSESSMENT WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING AN

INDICATOR OF COASTAL ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

Suzanne Bricker, John Klein, Charles Alexander, Chris Clement,
Scot Frew, Michelle Harmon, and Doug Pirhalla,

NOAA/National Ocean Service

Introduction

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Office of Ocean
Resources Conservation and Assessment (ORCA) within the National Ocean
Service began developmentof the National Estuarine Eutrophication Survey
in October 1992. The objectives are to: (1) assess the existing conditions
and trends for the base period of 1970-present, in estuarine eutrophication
in 126 estuaries of the contiguous United States; (2) publish results in a
series of regional reports and a national report; (3) formulate a national
response to identified problems; and (4) develop a national "indicator" of
estuarine health from survey results.

The Problem

Coastal and estuarine waters are now among the most heavily fertilized
environments in the world. Discharges of nutrients from point (e.g.,
wastewater treatment plants) and nonpoint (e.g., agriculture, lawns,
gardens) sources are known to have direct effects on water quality through
increases in the production of phytoplankton and subsequent increased
turbidity and decreased dissolved oxygen, as well as indirect effects on
commercial fisheries, recreation, and even public health.

The apparent nationwide increase in estuarine nutrient inputs and
eutrophication symptoms in recent years has resulted in numerous local and
regional investigations into the location and severity of nutrient problems
and into the specific causes. However, evaluating this problem on a
national scale and fnnnulating a meaningful strategy for improvements
requires a different approach.

Methods

Numerous reports and papers from workshops, panels, and commissions
have consistently identified nutrient enrichment and eutrophication as a
critical problem in our nation's estuaries (e.g., NAS, 1969; Likens, 1972;
NOAA, 1991). These conclusions are based upon results of scientific
research and water quality monitoring within many individual estuaries.
The operative question becomes - how to accurately determine the nature
of this problem for the estuaries of the contiguous United States? Given the
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limited resources of this project, it was not practical to try to gather and
consolidate the many thousands of existing data records. Even if it were
possible to do this, the results would be next to impossible to interpret due
to incompatible data types, formats, time periods, and methods, not to
mention the endless hours attempting to merge disparate data into a
comprehensible whole.

Alternatively, ORCA has elected to acquire systematically consistent and
detailed sets of qualitative data from the existing expert knowledge base
(i.e., coastal and estuarine scientists) through a series ofsurveys, interviews,
and regional workshops. The goal is to determine the status and recent
trends of selected parameters for a limited set of national estuaries.

Designing the Survey Form

Collecting a comparable and consistent data set from many different sources
requires a carefully constructed data collection format. For this exercise,
ORCA developed a questionnaire format. The first step was to identify the
parameters of interest through a series of meetings and workshops with
estuarine scientists. To be included, a parameter had to be: (1) essential for
accurate characterization of nutrient enrichment; (2) generally available for
most estuaries; (3)comparableamongestuaries; and (4) based upon existing
data and/or knowledge (i.e., no new monitoring or analysis required).
Sixteen parameters were selected (Table 1).

The next step was to establish response ranges to ensure discrete gradients
among responses. For example, the survey asks whether total dissolved
nitrogen (TDN) is high, medium, or low based upon specific thresholds
(e.g., high exceeds 1 mg/l, medium between 0.1-1.0 mg/l, low less than 0.1
mg/l, or unknown). For each parameter, information is requested for
existing conditions and recent trends. Existing conditions were defined as
a typical 12- month period (i.e., normal freshwater inflow, average
temperatures, etc.). Trends include the direction, magnitude, and time
period of change over the past 20 to 25 years.

A consistently applied spatial framework was also required. ORCA's
National Estuarine Inventory (NEI) was used (NOAA, 1985). The NEI
establishes a rigorous spatial framework for the consistent synthesis and
depiction of physical, chemical, and biological attributes (e.g., salinity, land
use, wetlands, distribution and abundance of fishes and invertebrates,
pollution sources, pesticide use, population, and several others) for 126
estuaries of the contiguous United States (Table 2). The survey requests
characterization of each parameter in the three salinity zones as defined in
the NEI (tidal fresh 0-0.5 ppt, mixing 0.5-25.0 ppt, and seawater exceeding
25.0 ppt). This model provides a consistent basis for comparisons among
these highly variable estuarine systems.
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Finally, a section was included in the survey where respondents couldrank
the reliability of their responses for each parameter as either highly certain,
moderately certain, reasonable inference, or speculative inference. This was
especially important given that responses are based upon a range of
information sources from statistically tested monitoring data to general
observations. The objective is to exploit all available information that can
provide insight into the existing and historic conditions in each estuary and
to understand its limitations.

The survey forms were tested and revised prior to initiating the national
survey. Salinity maps, based upon the NEI salinity zones, were distributed
with the survey forms for orientation. Respondents were requested to
update and/or revise these maps as necessary and return them with the
survey forms to ORCA.

Collecting the Data

The target population of experts identified to participate in the survey
included at least one expert per estuary. By the summer of 1993, more
than 400 persons had agreed to participate in the survey. Survey forms
were mailed to the experts who then mailed back their responses. The
response rate wasapproximately 25% with at least1 response for 112 of the
126 NEI estuaries surveyed.

The initial survey methods and results were evaluated in May 1994 by a
panel of NOAA, state, and academic eutrophication experts. The panel
recommended that ORCA adopt a regional approach for data collection
involving site visits to selected experts to fill data gaps and revise salinity
maps, regionalworkshops to finalizeand reach consensus on the responses
to each question (including salinity maps), and regional reports on the
results.

The revised strategy was implemented in the summer of 1994 starting with
the 22 estuaries of the Mid-Atlantic region (Table 2). The Mid-Atlantic
regional workshop was held in January 1995 and a draft regional report has
been completed. The South Atlantic regional workshop was held in
February 1996and a regional report will be prepared. Regional workshops
are currently scheduled for the Gulf of Mexico (June 1996), North Atlantic
(July 1996),and the West Coast (August 1996). Depending upon the success
of this schedule, a workshop to review national results may be held in the
fall of 1996.
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Results To Date

Mid-Atlantic

For existing conditions, on average among the 16 parameters, problem
conditions are reported for 40% (3,148 sq. miles) of the regional estuarine
surface area (includes tidal fresh, mixing, and seawater zones (Bricker et
al., in prep). The mixing zone is most highlyaffected by percent (47%) and
area (1,613 sq. miles). Problem conditions occur almost exclusively during
the summer months. Four parameters are observed at problem levels in
more than half of all three salinity zones; Chl-a, turbidity, TDN, and total
dissolved phosphorus (TDP). All22 estuaries within the Mid-Atlantic region
have observed at least 5 of the 16 parameters at problem levels some time
during the year. Almost half of the Mid-Atlantic estuaries report
occurrences of anoxia and hypoxia, although only for small areas. The
estuaries that appear to be most highly affected are Long Island Sound,
Hudson River/Raritan Bay, Choptank River, Narragansett Bay, and
Potomac River.

For trends, changes in the magnitude of parameter values suggest the
largest area of worsening conditions is the mixing zone (although this is
almost equally balanced by areas of improvement). Changes in frequency,
duration, and spatial coverage of events suggest that the largest area of
worsening conditions is the seawater zone. On average, the areas exhibiting
degradation are about equal to areas showing improvement, although
together these areas account for only 25% of the regional estuarine surface
area with the balance being either unknown or showing no trend in
conditions. Estuaries showing the most improvement were Potomac River,
Delaware Bay, Narragansett Bay, Patuxent River, and Choptank River.
Those showing the most degradation were Long Island Sound, Chesapeake
Bay, central Buzzards Bay, and Rappahannock River.

South Atlantic

The South Atlantic workshop was completed in February 1996. Workshop
results were mailed to participants on March 1,1996 for final review prior
to publication in a regional report. Several regional issues were discussed
at the workshop including dissolved oxygen (not typically measured in many
South Atlantic estuaries because it is not a problem), benthic community
dominance (typically annelids though this does not indicate degradation),
turbidity (some regional estuaries are "blackwater" systems with unique
characteristics), TDN (some regional estuaries carry 60-90% of nitrogen in
organic form, not readily available for primary production), and wetlands
(dominant primary producer in many South Atlantic estuaries). In general,
most of the South Atlantic estuaries are not heavily influenced by nutrient
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enrichment and eutrophication problems. A more complete assessment will
be included in the regional report which is expected to be final by June
1996.

Next Steps

Site visits, regional workshops, and regional reports will be completed for
the Gulf of Mexico, North Atlantic, and West Coast in the next six to eight
months. A national assessment report of the status and health of the
nation's estuaries will be developed from the survey results. In addition,
an "indicator" of ecosystem health will also be published. Both national
products will require one or more workshops to discuss and reach consensus
on the methods proposed for conducting these analyses. ORCA also expects
to recommend a series of follow-up activities that may include additional
and/or improved water quality monitoring, and case studies in specific
estuaries for further characterization and analysis.
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Table 1. National Estuarine Eutrophication Survey indicators and response ranges.

Port 1: Algal CondtUona-:

• Chlorophyl-a
Hypereulrophic >60ug/l
High >20, s«0
Mod. >S,S20
Low >0, SS

• Nuisance Algao
(Impacts on resources or resource uae)
Problem
No Problem

•Toxic Algae

{Impacts on resource*or resourcouso)
Problem
NoProblom

• Macroalgal Abundance
(Impacts on resources or resource use)
Problem
NoProblom

• Epiphyte Abundance

(Impactson resources or resource uso)
Problem
No Problem

•Turbidity
High = <1m
Med. = >im. <3m
Low = >3m

• Suspended Solids

(Imparts on resources or resource use)
Problem
No Problem

^Parti'Nu'r '̂taihdDisaoWe^Oi^n",

• TotolDissolvedNitrogen(TON)
High 2 1mg/l
Med. i 0.1, <l mg/l
Low >0,<0.1mg?l

• TotalDissolvedPhosphorus (TDP)
High 20.1mgA
Med. 2001. <0 I mg/l
Low >0. <0.0I mg/l

•Anoxia
[pmg/l)
Obibserved
No Occurrence

•Hypoxia

(>0. S2m»1)
Observed
No Occurrence

• Biologically StresslutDissolved Oxygon
(>2. S5mg/l)
Observed
NoOccurranco

.Part3: EeotyslanVComintmlryReaponaa

• Benthic Community
Diverse Mixture
Crusloceans
Molluscs
Annolids
Other

• PnytoplanMon Community
Divorso Mixture
Diatoms
Flagellatos
Blue-green Algao
Olhor

• System Productivity

MJxod
Pelagic
Sorahlc

• Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV)
(as % ol surface area)
Very Low >0, HO
Low >10. S25
Mod. >2S. SSO
High >S0. i 100

ExlsUng Conditions -' i&.,_-. j•;,". •, &&*&&*&•. i ;^MMM)&
• Inlormatlon colleclsdby salinity zone
• Probablo monlhs ol occurrence
• Duration ol ovenl
• Episodic or poriodie occurrence

• Information collectedbysalinity2one
• Directionol observed change
• Magnitude olobsorvod change
• Conlnoutinglactors
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Table2.NOAA'sNationalEstuarineInventory(NEI)regionsandestuaries.
NorthAtlantic(14)
PoasnmaquoddyBay
EnglishmanBay
NarraguogusBay
BlueHillBay
PenobscotBay
MuscongusBay
SheepscolBay
CnseoBay
SacoBay
GreatBay
MerrimackRiver
MassachusettsBay
BostonBay
CapeCodBay

MidAtlantic(22)
BuzzardsBay
NarragansettBay
GardinereBay
LongIslandSound
ConnecticutRiver
QrcatSouthBay
HudsnnRivcr/RnritanHay
llarnegalBay
NewJerseyInlandBays
DelawareBay
DelawareInlandBays

MarylandInlandBays
ChincoteagueBay
ChesapeakeBay
PatuxentRiver
PotomacRiver
RappahannockRiver
YorkRiver
JamesRiver
ChesterRiver
ChoptankRiver
Tangler/PoeomokeSounds

SouthAtlantic(20)
Albemarle/PamlicoSounds
Pamlleo/PungoRivers
NeuseRiver
BougoSound
NewRiver
CapeFootRiver
WinyahBay
N.Santce/S.SonteeRivera
CharlestonHarbor
St.HelenaSound
BroadRiver
SavnnahRiver
OssabawSound

St.CalherinesrSapeloSounds
AltamahaRiver

St.Andrew/St.SimonsSounds
St.MarysRiver/CumberlandSounds
St.JohnsRiver
IndianRiver
BiseeyneBay

GulfofMexico(36)
FloridaBay
SouthTenThousandIslands
NorthTenThousandIslands
RookeryBay
CharlotteHarbor
CaloosahatcheeRiver
SarasotaBay
TampaBoy
SuwaneeRiver
ApalacheoBay
ApalachlcolaBoy
St.AndrewBay
ChoctawhotcheeBay
PensocolaBay
PerdidoBoy
MobileBay
MississippiSound
LakeIkirgne
LakePonchartrain
Breton/ChondeleurSounds
MississippiRiver

BaretoriaBay
Terrcbone/TimbaliorBoys
Atchafalaya/VermilionBays
MermentauRiver
CalcasieuLake
SabineLake
GalvestonBay
BrazosRiver
MatagordaBay
SanAntonioBay
AransasBay
CorpusChrist!Bay
UpperLogunaMadre
Da/TinBay

LoworLogunaMadre

WestCoast(34)
TijuanaEstuary
SanDiegoBay
MissionBay
NewportBay
SanPedroBay
AlnmitnsBay
AnahoirnBoy
SantaMunicaBay
MorroBay
MontereyBay
ElkhornSlough

SanFranciscoBay
CentralSanFran/SanPablo/

SuisunBays
DrakesEstero
TomalesBay
EelRiver
HumboltBay
KlamathRiver
RoguoRiver
CoosBay
UmpquaRiver
SiuslawRiver
AliceRiver
YaquinaBay
SileUBay
NetartsBay
TillamookBay
NehalemRiver
ColumbiaRiver
WillapaBay
GraysHarbor
PugetSound
HoodCanal
SkagitBay



Session G5: Wetlands Restoration
SessionChair: Ron Thorn, Battelle Marine ScienceLaboratory, Washington

CONSIDERING SEA LEVEL RISE IN PLANNING FISHERIES
HABITAT RESTORATION IN COASTAL LOUISIANA

Gregory Blaine Miller, NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service1

Introduction

The commercial fishing industry in Louisianaannually lands more than one
billion pounds of finfish and shellfish with a dockside valueexceeding $250
million (USDOC, 1995). This sustainable coastal industry is dependent
upon Louisiana's 1.9 million acres of estuarine marshes (Hefner et al.,
1994). However, these activities are threatened because the state's coastal
wetlands are disappearing at a rate of more than 25 square miles per year
(Britsch and Dunbar, 1993). These coastal wetland losses are caused by
natural processes (delta decay and land subsidence) and human activities
(flood protection and minerals extraction). A combination of stronger
wetlands protection programs and a coastwide restoration effort have been
implemented to counteract the state's wetlands loss crisis. This paper
analyzes sealevel riseas a planning factor for long-term habitat restoration
efforts in the Louisiana coastal zone.

Protecting and Restoring the Coast

Coastal erosion and wetland losses in Louisiana were documented by
scientists beginning in the 1930s and were eventually quantified at alarming
rates (Russel, 1936; Gagliano, Meyer-Arendt, and Wicker, 1981). It took
several decades for the public sector to recognize the magnitude of the
problem and begin a policydebateon appropriate responses (Templet, 1987;
Silva and Meo, 1985). Eventually, the state's academic and environmental
communities succeeded in convincing government entities of the severity of
the problem and its consequences (Klarin and Hershman, 1990). The
protection of wetland resources was a major focus of the state's initial
efforts to develop a federally approved coastal zone management program
(LACCMR, 1973). Activities in wetlands are now regulated through a state
coastal zone permit program that has effectively reduced wetlands
destruction through a strategy of impact avoidance, minimization and
mitigation (Forman, 1980; LDNR, 1991).

DISCLAIMER: The views presented in this article
represent those of the author and not necessarily those of the
National Marine Fisheries Service or the U.S. Government.
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In 1989, Louisiana's citizens voted to amend the state constitution to
establish a Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Fund that receives up
to $25 million annually from state oil and gas royalties (LDNR, 1991).
Establishment of this dedicated funding source spurred federal enactment
of a coastal restoration law primarily intended to address the loss of coastal
wetlands in Louisiana (Miller, 1995). The Coastal Wetlands Planning,
Protection and Restoration Act of 1990 (CWPPRA) has served as the
funding and organizational tool for the development of a comprehensive,
watershed-based, coastal restoration program in Louisiana (Miller, 1995).
CWPPRA established a Federal/State task force to develop the restoration
plan and to foster the cooperative implementation of projects (Zobrist et al.,
1993). The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) is a member of the
CWPPRA Task Force and has been awarded $20.25 million to protect and
restore more than 42,000 acres of coastal wetlands through barrier island
rebuilding, salt marsh restoration, experimental shoreline protection, and
conservation property acquisition.

The initial CWPPRA projects are viewed by many coastal managers,
scientists, environmental groups, and policy makers as merely emergency
actions to reduce the immediate loss of wetlands (Boesch et al., 1994). A
long-term, comprehensive strategy is being developed to address the
Nation's most significant coastal habitat loss problem. The essential
components of a long-term strategy will be the restoration of barrier island
systems and the re-introduction of Mississippi River water and sediments
into wetlands (Boesch et al., 1994). NMFS is participating in a barrier
island restoration feasibility study designed to evaluate the potential for the
large scale restoration of islands along the Louisiana coast.

Incorporating Sea Level Rise Into Restoration Planning

A major consideration in planning long-term coastal restoration projects
must be the current and predicted rates of sea level rise. The combination
of land subsidence and rising water result in an annual relative sea level
increase of 0.4 inches along portions of the Louisiana coast. Predictive
models indicate that sea level may rise between 25 inches and 126 inches
above current levels by the year 2100 resulting in additional annual coastal
wetland losses of 19,000 acres in the state (Titus, 1988). Therefore, it is not
only important to recognize sea level rise as a factor in the loss of wetlands,
but also as a planning consideration for efforts to protect and restore coastal
resources (Day and Templet, 1989). The expected rise in sea level is
especially significant for barrier island restoration planning because of the
associated expense and the importance of these systems in the protection of
estuarine wetlands. Agencies can incorporate sea level rise predictions into
restoration plans by either increasing existing island heights or choosing to
move project sites inshore to the predicted Gulf of Mexico coastline (Titus,
1990). A third option, the use of hard structures to protect barrier
shorelines, is not being considered by planners because it has already
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proven ineffective and even detrimental on East Timbalier Island (Suter,
Penland, and Ramsey, 1991).

Increasing the heights of uninhabited barrier islands in their present
locations will require the use of large amounts of dredged sediments to
counteract expected increases in sea level. Studies indicate that sufficient
sediment resources for island restoration exist in nearshore shoals and

inner-shelf deposits (Suter, Penland, and Ramsey, 1991). NMFS is planning
a $7.7 million CWPPRA project on East Timbalier Island that will use
890,000 cubic yards ofsediment to restore 87 acres of back-barrier wetlands
(Miller et al., 1995). Incorporating sea level rise predictions into this
project by raising the island 2.25 feet (i.e., above the predicted minimum
sea level in the year 2100), would require an additional 315,810 cubic yards
of sediment at an estimated total project cost of $10.4 million. To
incorporate the maximum predicted sea level rise would require a total of
2,358,867 cubic yards of sediment at a cost of $20.4 million. These efforts
would have to be implemented through periodic dredged material
placements to allow for tidal wetland establishment and to avoid the
subsidence problems created by a single large-scale increase in island
elevation.

If adopted, the onsite restoration option should also involve coastal use
planning to allow islands to migrate naturally with increasing sea levels.
Even if barrier islands can be restored to historic sizes and shapes,
continuing sea level rise will overcome islands if they are not allowed to
migrate inland. Efforts to incorporate island migration into restoration
projects can be hampered by existing human uses of the coast such as oil
exploration and commercial fishing. Coastal use planning for island
migration would have to involve the removal, relocation or upgrading of the
extensive back-barrier oil and gas infrastructure in areas such as Timbalier
Bay. However, coastal industries have been supportive of some restoration
efforts to date because of the storm protection and natural resource nursery
benefits provided by coastal wetlands (Miller, 1994).

Movement of project sites from existing barrier island locations to the
predicted Gulf of Mexico coastline may he preferable because it would offer
the additional benefit of the natural incorporation of existing island
sediments into the created islands through transgression. However, this
option will require the construction of entirely new barrier islands as
opposed to the restoration of back-barrier wetlands and frontal dunes on
existing island platforms. The process of building new islands would involve
more extensive engineering and design preparation resulting in elevated
costs over periodic in situ restoration efforts.

Some considerations for analyzing the predicted coastline option are: 1) is
there suitable construction depth inland of the existing barrier island, 2) is
a sufficient sediment source available within hydraulic pumping distance of
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the site, and 3) can an island be constructed inland that will function like
a natural barrier island? Using comparable water-bottom acreage with
depths of seven feet or less as a site selection criteria, suitable inshore
creation sites are available for the Grand Terre, Timbalier, East Timbalier,
and Isle Derniere barrier island systems. Analyses of sediment deposits
indicate that appropriate grain sizes for island building exist for each of
these island systems (Suter, Penland and Ramsey, 1991). However, the
technical feasibility, environmental impacts, and expense of the sediment
acquisition is potentially problematic for the Timbalier and Isle Derniere
barrier island systems.

Conclusions

The combined effects of human activities, geologic processes and sea level
rise have produced dramatic impacts in coastal Louisiana. Coastal
environments are dynamic settings that will continue to change because of
sea level rise and other factors. Relative and predicted rates of sea level
rise along the Louisiana coast preclude managers from viewing the region
as a static set of lines on a map. A public policy decision has been made to
address the coastal erosion problem through restoration rather than
retreating and relocating coastal development inland.

Consideration of anticipated sea level rise must be a major component of
coastal habitat restoration planning. Large public expenditures to address
coastal wetland losses must be guided by effective planning to optimize the
long-term contribution of each restoration project to a comprehensive
coastal restoration strategy. Planning should involve the immediate
incorporation of sea level rise estimates into the design of the initial "band-
aid" CWPPRA projects and into the components of a long-term coastal
preservation plan. Sea level rise predictions can be incorporated into
restoration planning by increasing the elevation of restored areas or by
locating project sites at predicted coastlines. Increasing island heights must
consider the elevations required for tidal wetlands, possible increased
subsidence, and existing adjacent coastal uses. Building islands at
anticipated shorelines most consider the available sediment resources and
construction depths.

A significant consequence of inshore island creation would be the
abandonment of the extensive wetland complexes between the expected
coastline and the current position of the barrier islands. The result would
be an estimated net loss of one million acres of wetlands unless an

equivalent area could be set aside behind the created islands for natural
wetland establishment. This set aside is unlikely because these areas are
currently occupied by farms, industry, and population centers.

Drawbacks associated with increasing island heights will arise if these
projects are not implemented in conjunction with river diversions. If
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instituted solely, coastal managers would have to establish recurring
maintenance programs for barrier islands. Tandem implementation of
barrier island restoration and river diversion would allow for the natural

delivery of sediments through distributaries providing for "natural" re-
nourishment of the islands (Ruebsamen, 1996).
Sea level rise is a growing concern for fisheries and coastal managers
throughout the United States (Bigford, 1991). Because sea level rise has
already begun to affect Louisiana's marine fisheries habitats, the restoration
response in the state is serving as a proving ground for coastal management
and restoration practices applicable to subsequent sea level rise in other
areas of the United States (Day and Templet, 1989).
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EVALUATION OF A WATERSHED-BASED WETLAND

RESTORATION INITIATIVE FOR

WASHINGTON'S PUGET SOUND BASIN

Richard Gersib, Washington Department of Ecology

To date, attempts at restoring aquatic resources have largely been
compensatory in nature or oriented to fish/waterfowl and restricted in scope
to individual sites. This paper summarizes the field testing and evaluation
of a fledgling, non-regulatory initiative within Washington's Puget Sound
Trough which addresses the restoration of aquatic resources in a larger
watershed context.

Background

In 1987, the first Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan was
developed to restore and protect the biological health and diversity of Puget
Sound. A new directive was added in 1991 which called on the Washington
Department of Ecology (Ecology), US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and US Army Corps of
Engineers (COE) to develop and implement a program to restore Puget
Sound wetlands that assist in achieving the overall plan goal. Budget
limitations restricted significant action until 1993 when a program
coordinator was hired and an interagency work team of technical experts
from Ecology, EPA, FWS, COE, Washington Departments of Fisheries and
Wildlife, the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission and the Puget Sound
Water Quality Authority was formed. This technical work team developed
the process framework for watershed-based wetland restoration planning
and implementation. In 1994, a Puget Sound Advisory Group representing
local jurisdictions, tribes, agriculture, timber, conservation, community
groups, and state and federal agencies was convened to develop a working
draft plan for the Puget Sound Wetland Restoration Program. Program
goals identified in the working draft plan are:

1. Restore and maintain wetlands of sufficient quantity and quality to assist
in meeting the Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan purpose of
restoring and protecting the biological health and diversity of Puget Sound.
2. Identify ecological problems within watersheds and, where wetlands
restoration can address problems, reestablish lost or degraded natural
functions.

3. Identify community needs within watersheds and restore natural wetland
functions which contribute to meeting human health, safety, and quality of
life needs of residents.

4. Support state and federal policy goals of no net loss and a long-term net
gain in acreage and function of wetlands.
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Program Description

The cornerstone of this program is a coordinated public/private approach
to restoring wetlands which can help solve ecological problems and meet
community needs within a watershed. We know that wetland restoration
can increase watershed functions such as water quality improvement, flood
storage and desynchronization, and fish and wildlife habitat. The dilemma
has been finding a common sense method which uses public input and
existing technical information to analyze the watershed and identify wetland
restoration sites which can contribute to solving problems and meeting
needs. Through continued testing and refinement, we believe this program
can fill this need for many non-regulatory applications.

Two major products are anticipated from this watershed-based effort. The
first is a "menu" of wetland restoration sites with anticipated functions each
could provide if restored. Functions identified are those which are capable
of positively impacting specific ecological problems and community needs
identified for that basin. This information, along with technical assistance
and training, will be provided to all individuals, organizations, local
jurisdictions, and tribes interested in restoring wetlands. The second major
product is the on-the-ground restoration of wetlands. This program
considers planning and technical method development as two critical
components of program success. However, planning must not be the end
product. We believe the success of this program must be measured by how
effective we are at restoring or facilitating the restoration of wetlands which
help solve ecological problems and meet community needs.

Cooperating landowners having wetland restoration sites identified in the
"menu" will be matched with available funding sources to restore wetlands
in a non-regulatory manner. The keys to success lie in our ability to
establish credibility with landowners and develop a diverse funding base for
restoration activities. Credibility takes time and trust, while a diversified
funding base requires the matching of funding sources with functions to be
gained through restoration. The development of this large "menu" of sites
with anticipated gains in wetland function is the critical link to matching
sites with funding sources. For example, using technically sound watershed
analysis techniques, sites having the greatest potential to provide flood flow
storage/desynchronization can be identified and targeted for restoration with
floodplain management monies. Likewise, sites having the greatest potential
to provide non-point water quality improvement can be targeted for
restoration using State Section 319(h) grant funds. Similar funding
opportunities exist to restore migratory bird habitat using Pacific Coast
Joint Venture and Washington Duck Stamp monies and important off-
channel rearing habitat for juvenile coho salmon using state and federal fish
habitat enhancement dollars. The information gained through watershed
analysis efforts can also serve as an important screening tool used to
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improve predictability and effectiveness of wetland restoration in a
regulatory context.

Planning activities consist of watershed analysis techniques which
characterize surface and subsurface water flow through the watershed,
classify existing wetlands into hydrogeomorphically similarclasses, identify
potential restoration sites, and characterize the potential functions to be
gained at each site. This work will result in the development of the "menu"
described above. Then, work is done on-the-ground with landowners to
develop specific wetland restoration site plans and ultimately restore
wetlands.

Implementation in Stillaguamish Basin

In 1995, this program framework was applied in the 180,000 hectare
Stillaguamish River basin in Washington State. The purpose was to begin
moving the plan from a conceptual framework to a field-proven method for
identifying and analyzing wetland restoration sites and characterizing the
functions each is capable of providing. The Stillaguamish basin serves as
the pilot watershed for the development, testing, and evaluation of all
methods.

Thefollowing stepsdefine theframework for reaching programgoals within
the Stillaguamish basin:

1. Develop partnerships with agencies, local jurisdictions, and river basin
residents to direct program activities. Considerable time was spent
developing working partnerships withlocal jurisdictions, watershed advisory
groups, tribes, and other interest groups.

2. Identify ecological problems and community needs that wetland
restoration can address using public inputand existing data. Asurvey form
was developed and distributed to watershed residents to help identify
ecological problems and community needs of concern. All available water
quality technical studies were then used to identify the know location and
extent of water quality/quantity problems.

3. Identify key wetland functions that contribute to the resolution of
problems/needs. This step consisted of identifying wetland functions
capable ofaddressing problems andneeds important towatershed residents.
For example, the wetland function of flood flow storage and
desynchronization was identified as a tool to help solve flooding problems
on the Stillaguamish River.

4. Identify wetland restoration sites within each hydrogeomorphic wetland
class. Using GIS, soils data sets were merged and overlaid with existing
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wetlands data. Maps were produced which identified and classified
potential wetland restoration sites.

5. Conduct watershed analysis which characterizes the watershed, classifies
wetland systems, and characterizes individual site functions. Prescriptions
were developed which use GIS technology to evaluate the entire
Stillaguamish basin and identify wetlands having the greatest potential for
providing targeted wetland functions. Methods were developed and tested
for seventeen wetland functions in the Stillaguamish basin.

6. Create a "menu" of potential restoration sites with each site's anticipated
contributions to system function. Watershed analysis was used to create
individual lists of potential restoration sites for each targeted wetland
function. These lists were then combined to create the menu.

7. Compile information on individual wetland restoration sites to verify GIS
assumptions, assess restoration potential, and evaluate project complexity.
Field inspections are completed on a priority basis to confirm
hydrogeomorphic classification and assess restoration potential.

8. Restore or facilitate the restoration of wetlands. Using the menu,
different funding sources are used to restore wetlands capable of provided
the function or functions targeted by the funding agency. Contacted are
then made and working relationships established with cooperating private
and public landowners. Wetland restoration plans are developed and
executed.

9. Monitor and evaluate both individual sites and program
successes/failures.

Future Direction

There is an urgent need for watershed analysis techniques which identify
and characterize the potential functions of wetland restoration sites at a
basin-wide scale. After all methods are finalized in the Stillaguamish River
basin, watershed analysis methods will be refined further in the Snohomish
and Nooksack River basins of Puget Sound. We seek to demonstrate that
watershed analysis can be completed in a four- to six-month period per
basin, results are applicable for many non-regulatory and regulatory
applications, and that government can work cooperatively with public and
private landowners to restore wetlands in a cost effective, time efficient
manner.
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DANCING THE CHARLESTON SLOUGH:

CONSTRAINTS AND COMPETING INTERESTS FOR TIDAL MARSH

RESTORATION AT CHARLESTON SLOUGH, MOUNTAIN VIEW,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Jonathan T. Smith, San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission and

Robert J. Batha, San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission

Background

Charleston Slough is located in the City of Mountain View and is bounded
on the north by San Francisco Bay, on the east by Cargill Salt Division's
salt pond Al, on the south by uplands, on the southeast by the City's
shoreline park, and on the west by the Palo Alto flood control basin, also
known as the Palo Alto Baylands. One levee ("the slough levee") separates
inner Charleston Slough from outer Charleston Slough and southern San
Francisco Bay. A second levee ("the salt pond levee") separates the inner
slough from salt pond Al, and a third levee ("the baylands levee") separates
the inner slough from the Palo Alto Baylands. A water control structure is
located with the slough levee and controls tidal exchange between the inner
slough and the outer slough and southern San Francisco Bay.

Prior to 1975, Cargill's predecessor, the Leslie Salt Company, owned the
inner slough, which was then connected to the outer slough and the Bay by
a pipe that was 60 inches in diameter. This pile allowed sufficient tidal
exchange to maintain within the inner slough approximately 40 to 60 acres
of healthy tidal marsh. In 1975, Leslie replaced the pipe with a pipe that
was only 42 inches in diameter and appeared to have been placed at a
higher elevation. This change in the size and possible change in the
elevation of the pipe prevented proper tidal drainage on the outgoing tide.
Thus, the inner slough became a kind of tidal "lake" and almost all of the
tidal marsh located in the inner slough died. Leslie did not obtain a permit
from the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission,
as required by the McAteer-Petris Act, which the Commission enforces,
when Leslie replaced the pipe.

Thereafter, Leslie conveyed the slough property to the City of Mountain
View, which also uses the inner slough as a source of water for the
recreational lake that the City maintains in its adjacent park. The City
obtained the inner slough property with knowledge of the violation and the
need to restore the tidal marsh that had previously existed in the inner
slough. In 1980, the City applied for and the Commission granted an
amendment to an existing permit to authorize a new water control structure
to control tidal exchange between the inner and outer sloughs. The permit
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required an average daily tidal fluctuation of one foot and that the City
restore at least 30 acres of tidal marsh by July 1, 1987. The permit also
contained monitoring and reporting requirements.

The new water control structure never functioned as intended, and average
daily tidal fluctuation ranges from 1-2 inches rather than one foot.
Virtually no tidal marsh has been restored, and the inner slough remains
a vast salt water lake. However, the inner slough supports a large
population of shorebirds and ducks, including the California least tern,
which is listed by both the federal government and California as an
endangered species. The relatively protected natureof the innerslough, the
large area of water-covered land, andthe shallow depth of the "lake" make
the inner slough very attractive to bird life.

When the City failed to meet the reporting, tidal fluctuation, and
restoration conditions of its permit, the Commission commenced
enforcement action. However, after some early discussions, the City and
the Commission decided that it would be a more efficient use of public
resources, more likely to meet the Commission's objective of restoring the
inner slough, and more likely to meet the City's objective of ensuring a
high-quality permanent source of water for its shoreline recreational lake
if both the City and the Commission tried to work to a consensus resolution
of this matter rather than litigating the alleged violations.

Goal, Constraints, and Competing Interests

The goal of theCharleston Slough restoration project isto create conditions
that will promote the restoration of approximately 53 acres of tidal marsh
within the inner slough as quickly as possible consistent with the many
constraints that exist. These constraints include the need to avoid any
possible flooding either of the Palo Alto baylands and nearby upland
property thatdrains into the bayland or of salt pond Al, theneed to avoid
and to mitigate possible adverse impacts on the continued use of the inner
slough bytheCalifornia least tern, and theneed tokeep the total cost of the
project within the budget of the City of Mountain View, which would pay
for the entire project. These constraints caused the involvement of many
interested parties, including the Commission, the cities of Mountain View
and Palo Alto, the Santa Clara Valley Flood Control District, which
operates the Palo Alto flood control basin for the City of Palo Alto, the
Cargill Salt Division, the California Department of Fish and Game, the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. In
addition, several local environmental organizations and interested
individualswere extensively involvedin the negotiations that surrounded the
resolution of this matter.
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Alternatives and Limitations

The interested parties considered several alternative approaches to resolving
this matter. Those alternatives included (1) the full breach alternative,
which would have consisted of removing approximately 200 feet of the
slough levee and thus would have allowed full tidal action within the inner
slough, (2) a "large culverts alternative," which would have involved the
renovation of the existing water control structure and the installation of
between 5-6 culverts, each with a 60-inch diameter and some of which
would have been open to tidal action at all times and some of which would
have been fitted with slide flap gates to limit tidal action under specified
conditions, (3) a "smallculverts" alternative, whichwouldhavebeensimilar
to the large culverts alternative except the diameter of the culverts would
have been smaller but also would have involved more culverts, (4) the
relocation of the slough levee further inlandto protect againsttidal flooding
but create two smaller areas, one of which would have been subject to full
tidal action and one of which would have remained much the same as the
current inner slough conditions, (5) the dredging of the outer slough, the
renovation of the existing tidal control structure, or a combination of both
of these approaches, (6) a "no-action" alternative, and (7) some form of off-
site mitigation, either in a different but nearby location or simply the
payment of cash to an appropriate fund in lieu of any actual mitigation.

Each of these alternative had positive aspects and negative aspects, based
on the major goal of restoring 53 acres of tidal marshwhilesimultaneously
avoiding anysignificant flooding tonearby property, avoiding orminimizing
any adverse impacts on the California least tern and other bird life that
currently use the inner slough, andnotexceeding the financial ability of the
City of Mountain View to pay for the project and all mitigation
requirements.

The "full breach" alternative would provide that highest probability of
restoring the most tidal marsh in the shortest period of time but also would
involve the highest probability of flooding nearby property. Each of the
"culverts" alternatives would reduce the probability of flooding, but would
also reduce the probability of successful restoration and still involve some
substantial risk of flooding under certain circumstances. Relocating the
slough levee inland would create some area with "full" tidal action and
thereby the best chance of restoration of this area while protecting upland
areas from flooding but would also be extremely expensive and disruptive
to existing resources. Dredging the outer slough would also be very
expensive, and even in combination with a renovation of the existing water
control structure would not offer a sufficiently high chance of a successful
restoration effort. No reasonable off-site mitigation site could be located,
and the simple payment of money into some unspecified fund was
unacceptable. Similarly, the "no-action" alternative was clearly
unacceptable.
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Finally, the City of Mountain View maintained as its fall-back legal position
that the amended permit only required the City to expend up to $50,000 to
resolve this alleged violation. Although the Commission disagreed with this
legal position and maintained that the City's financial liability was unlimited
because it had not met all of the conditions contained in the amended

permit and although the City had agreedto reserve any attempt to enforce
its legal position pending attempts to resolve this matter by consensus, this
knowledge provided a backdrop to all efforts to resolve this matter.

Compromises

Many of the involved parties agreed to a number of compromises that made
the adoption of a final project design possible. First, and perhaps foremost,
despite the City's legal position, the City eventually agreed to a final
compromise project that will eventually result in the City's spending
approximately $1.4 million when the project is complete. Second, the
California Department of Fish and Game and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service initially sought approximately 2.5 acres of habitat islands located
within both the inner slough and salt pond Al. However, they ultimately
agreed to two habitat islands in the inner slough totaling one-half acre to
offset possible adverse impacts on the California least tern. Also, ultimately,
the Cargill Salt Division, which owns most of the salt pond levee, the City
of Palo Alto, which owns most of the flood basin levee, and the Water
District, which operates the baylands for the City of Palo Alto, all agreed
to allow the City access over its levees for construction purposes and access
to the levees to raise them to prevent flooding at very high tides.

Final Project CEQA Compliance

The adopted alternative includes the following elements: (1) dredge
approximately 700 cubic yards from the tidal area that is outboard of the
slough levee and approximately 600 cubic yards from the slough levee, (2)
remove the existing water control structure and replace it with 6 5-foot
diameter culverts, all fitted with a Nekton self-regulating tide gate set to
allow as much as 4 feet of daily tidal exchange, (3) raise the slough levee
and the Cargill salt pond levee to an appropriate elevation to prevent
flooding, (4) create two habitat islands in the inner slough with a total area
of 0.5 acre to mitigate possible impacts on the California least tern, (5)
restore the north end of the salt pond levee to maintain characteristics
attractive to least tern roosting, and (6) conduct appropriate monitoring.

Compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was
accomplished when the Commission prepared and circulated an
environmental assessment under the Commission's functional equivalency
regulations. Under the Commission's regulations, an environmental
assessment is the equivalent of a full environmental impact report. The
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assessmentwas prepared with the significant help of the City of Mountain
View staff and consultants.

Mitigation for possible adverse impacts on the California least tern and
other bird life that currently use the inner slough consists of the
construction of two habitat islands in the inner slough totaling
approximately 0.5 acre, a prohibition against any work from June 1
through September 15 of each year, when the least tern uses the inner
slough for roosting and foraging purposes, and the use of appropriate
materials to raise the salt pond levee and to finish it with light-colored,
shell-like material attractive to the least tern.

The project also includes extensive monitoring to track the evolution of
changes in the inner slough and to provide information that could serve as
a basis for minor adjustments, such as altering the operation of the Nekton
gates or dredging to achieve the stated restoration goals of creating 53 acres
of tidal marsh vegetation. Every two years, for a 10-year period, or until
the restoration goals have been achieved, the City shall report to the
Commission and public interest organizations, on whether the project is
proceeding as expected toward the goal of restoring marsh vegetation in
Charleston Slough. The monitoring requirements are based on a detailed
plan prepared in advance of the settlement and require the City to develop
and to provide information concerning each of the following elements: (1)
the average daily tidal fluctuation in Charleston Slough; (2) a brief analysis
of the composition, diversity, and density of plant and wildlife populations
in the slough, specifically including a list of the plant species present, the
number of acres in Charleston Slough supporting marsh vegetation, and
annual bird counts of Charleston Slough; (3) a comparison with
measurements taken in previous years; (4) an assessment of the water
quality in the small boat lake, comparing water quality measurements with
Regional Water Quality Control Board standards; (5) measurements of
sedimentation rates and a comparison of measured rates with predicted
values; (6) a description of the use of the slough and habitat islands by the
California least tern; and (7) acts of vandalism to the control facility and
measures implemented to thwart such acts.

Technology and Uncertainty

Technology has played a prominent role during the Commission's
involvement in this matter. Starting in the late 1970s with the first attempt
to restore tidal marsh in the slough, the City proposed and the Commission
agreed that the installation of a relatively untested inlet/outlet structure
("the Allston Gate") would allow approximately one foot of tidal action
within the slough, which was thought at the time to provide sufficient
periods of tidal inundation and emergence to support marsh restoration.
For reasons that are still debated, this first inlet/outlet structure failed to
achieve more than a two inch tidal fluctuation and virtually no tidal marsh
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restoration occurred. Moreover, it now appears that providing an average
daily tidal fluctuation of only 1 foot would not have been sufficient to
provide the designated goal of restoring 53 acres of tidal marsh.

During the early stagesof the review process in the late 1980sto develop an
appropriate alternative project design, the various interested parties
considered and then rejected various alternatives to restore tidal marsh to
inner Charleston Slough. When they considered dredging the outer slough
to increase tidal flows to the inner slough, the lack of nearby dredged
material disposal sites doomed this alternative. An agitation dredge that
simply churned up the Bay muds and required no disposal appeared to
breathe life into this alternative, but was ultimately rejected because of the
uncertain nature of the technology and concerns that stirring up that much
mudmighthaveunanticipated adverse environmental impacts. Inevaluating
raising the levees encompassing the inner slough to accommodate increased
tidal action, the use of new levee construction methods that permitted the
raising of the levees without significantly increasing the levee footprint was
also considered but was ultimately rejected for cost reasons. As the levees
were surrounded on both sides by wetlands, minimization of such impacts
was critical to favorable reviewof such proposals. However, the use of this
technology became unnecessary after the decision to use the Nekton gates
was reached.

Use of Modeling

The City of Mountain View's hydrologic consultant used tidal information
andmodeling for several purposes. First, it used thisinformation to predict
maximum tidal elevations, tidal ranges, and tidal stage duration curves.
This data was used, in turn, to predict the probability of success for the
various proposed alternatives and the period of time that it could take to
attain success and therefore for which monitoring would be appropriate.
The consultant also used this data to determine the risk of flooding that
eachalternative entailed. Finally, this information wasused in combination
with the characteristics of the tidal mud located in the outer slough to
determine the probability that natural scouring would occur in the outer
slough. Without natural scouring, insufficient tidal exchange would occur
in the inner slough to allow sufficient natural siltation to provide the
necessary substrate for subsequent marsh restoration.

The Nekton Tide Gates

Early in project planning, it became apparent that the full breach
alternative and the two culverts alternatives were not acceptable because of
flooding risks. Similarly, by using fewer and smaller culverts, the risk of
flooding could bereduced sufficiently, but this approach also reduced to an
unacceptable level the probability of a successful restoration effort and
stretched out to an unacceptable length of time the monitoring period
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necessary to determine if sufficient siltation would occur to create an
elevation needed to support the growth and maintenance of appropriate
marsh vegetation. Thus, some combination of a sufficiently large number
of culverts of sufficient size was necessary to allow enough tidal action into
the inner slough to increase the likelihood of success over a reasonably short
period of time. And to allow adjustments to the tidal exchange as
conditions changed over time, some ability to further mute or even eliminate
tidal action during incidence of very high water and storm conditions would
be necessary to eliminate or minimize chances of flooding.

Initially, the use of slide flap gates was considered on some or all of the
culverts. The gates could be kept open at all times except when a significant
threat of flooding existed. However, all parties were concerned that relying
on humans to guarantee that a slide flap gate could always be closed in time
to prevent flooding at times of very high tides and storm conditions was not
acceptable.

In an almost serendipitous fashion, the possibility of using the Nekton self-
regulating tide gate came about through reading the annual report of a
nonprofit organization located in the east that had faced a similar
restoration problem. This information was passed on to the staff of the
City of Mountain View, which investigated the gate and its use and
determined that it would allow all culverts to remain fully open during most
conditions and also allow them to close automatically at a preselected tidal
elevation, which could be set initially and then modified as necessary based
on actual data after the culverts have been in operation. The use of this
type of gate still requires electric power with an appropriate back up power
source, but reduces the chance of flooding to an acceptable level

Summary and Conclusion

The restoration of approximately 53 acres of tidal marsh within inner
Charleston Slough presented many conflicting constraints and limitations,
all of which in combination require a project design that is truly a
compromise. The selected alternative has a good, but not perfect,
probability of successful marsh restoration while significantly reducing the
risk of flooding. The selected alternative also will probably have some
significant impact on the California least tern and will definitely affect the
continued attraction of the inner slough to shorebirds and ducks in general.
On the other hand, those impacts will be mitigated to some extent by the
creation of the two habitat islands and other limitations on construction

activities and will also create tidal marsh habitat that is in shorter supply
than the shallow open water habitat that the marsh restoration project will
replace. Moreover, the selected alternative represents the product of almost
seven years of discussions and a continuous process of incremental
compromises to reach the current status. Finally, although the Commission
has now issued a permit to authorize the selected project, only construction,
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monitoring, and time will eventually determine whether this cooperation
results in the desired marsh restoration. The awareness of technological
advances have proved both a boon to crafting acceptable solutions for this
complex project, while instillinga degreeofwariness that implementing new
technology is not without risk.

Jonathan T. Smith
San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
30 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 2011
San Francisco, CA, USA 94904

Ph (415) 557-8772
Fax (415) 557-3767
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DESIGN OF A STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR COASTAL

WETLANDS IN SOUTHERN SONORA, MEXICO

Irene Gamio, ITESM-Guaymas,
Alberto Oriza, ITESM-Guaymas,

Carlos Valdes-Casillas, ITESM-Guaymas, and
James R. Pease, Oregon State University

Background

Coastal wetlands in southern Sonora includes coastal lagoons, estuaries,
inlets, creeks, salt marshes, and mudflats. They are important feeding and
nursing grounds for a variety of migratory and resident water birds,
mammals, fish, and shellfish, which represent important economic support
for the region. Coastal wetlands of southern Sonora are closely related to
agricultural activities; they receive water discharges with agrochemicals,
playing an important role in water quality control.

The study area is located in a narrow coastal plain bordered on the north
by El Soldado Estuary in Guaymas, stretching south to the coastal lagoon
system of Agiabampo, located on the Sonora-Sinaloa state border (Figure
1). This area extends over 540,000 ha and varies between 7 and 32 km
wide. The region is important because it contains the lower portions of the
Matape, Yaqui, Mayo, and Fuerte River basins. These rivers constitute
98.8% of total water storage for the state of Sonora. The study area also
includes six municipalities in Sonora. Located within this zone are 375
cities, towns, and rural settlements.

The majority of the study area is rural in nature, with 79% of the
communities having a total population of fewer than 1,000 inhabitants, and
only 4 settlements with more than 5,000. Most of the economically-active
population works in resource-based sectors.

These coastal human settlements as well as the cities nearby use wetlands
for fishing, aquaculture, cattle ranching, hunting, mining, tourism, and
outdoor recreation. These activities constitute the main source of income

for local towns and some outside investors.

Lacking an integrated national coastal management strategy, federal and
state governments have participated on isolated initiatives for regulation and
control. Management activities for the coastal zone consist mainly of fishery
regulations, applied to seasons and gear types; other important regulations
have been applied to water use and discharges. More recently, in the early
1990s, a state-level effort for a preliminary land-use plan has been
developing. Results so far are at the level of a classification of land-use
capability.
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The Project

To develop an integrated management effort, a resource evaluation and
inventory was still missing. In 1993 and 1994, the Biogeographic
Information Unit (UIB) at ITESM-Guaymas developed an assessment of
coastal wetlands, including the integration of databases for wetland
resources and human activities into a GIS, and the design of a public
involvement and environmental education program, as the first step toward
the management of coastal resources. In August of 1995, the UIB initiated
the development of a strategic management plan for the Southern Sonora
coast, by using a modified methodology based upon C.S. Holling's
"Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Management" (AEAM; see Figure
2). This will is to be finished in August 1996.

According to AEAM, the planning process would include three workshops
in which key scientists, government decision-makers, and community leaders
would interact to identify problems, alternative management strategies, and
alternative time scenarios. Workshop attendees would also work to develop
management guidelines for plan implementation. Information exchange
from diverse sources was expected to reduce uncertainty as well as gain true
commitment from decision makers and community leaders, since they are
to be directly involved in elaborating the plan.

Previous to the first workshop a comprehensive review of government
structure and community sectors that are related to southern Sonora's
coastal zone was carried out, in order to identify and select those officials
most suited to participate in the workshop. A small number of participants
was required to ensure proper interaction among them. The selection was
difficult because of the similar structure and overlapping functions of the
three government levels (federal, state, and municipality).

The final list included 21 participants: 6 municipal representatives, National
Water Commission, Mexican navy, federal and state environmental, health
and education agencies, private and public organizations from the
aquaculture and agriculture sectors, two coastal zone specialists, and the
independent government of the Yaqui Tribe. Formal invitations for the
three-day workshop were issued by the State Agency of Ecology.

From the 21 institutions and organizations invited, 18 were able to
participate in the initial activities of the workshop, but only 8 remained the
following days. A brief discussions of potential causes for this lack of
participation, which are probably applicable to most management efforts in
Mexico, follows:

Lack of interest • Particularly since 1994, the economic crisis and general
political instability have resulted in looking at unemployment, foreign
investors opportunities, and poverty issues as far more important priorities
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for public concern than the conservation and management of natural
resources.

Lack of commitment - Although an agreement with the State Agency of
Ecology (SIDE) for project design and development was achieved, work
overload and budget constraints within the agency have resulted in failure
to attend the whole workshop. This diminished project support from other
agencies. In addition, some municipal governments showed relaxed
responses regarding the arrangements and the manner in which the
workshop was conducted.

Political instability - The state governor had agreed to inaugurate the first
workshop, with the corresponding media coverage, but due to an
unexpected out-of-state trip he was unable to do so. He committed some of
his second-level officials to cover alternative events, dissipating the attention
to other areas. Another factor affecting the participation was that the
Yaqui Tribe had internal government rivalries, which prevented them from
attending the workshop.

Poor background - Society in southern Sonora have had poor contact with
environmental education and management. Lacking a tradition of public
participation, people perceive management as the sole responsibility of
government. Also many of them do not understand yet the role of wetlands
on natural and productive processes.

Poor economic resources - Some of the invited institutions, including some
municipal governments, claimed they were not financially able to attend
these events.

Given the results of the first workshop, a detailed revision of the planning
process was needed (Figure 3). Because of their rural nature and poor
environmental background, it was evident that this approach would not be
effective in involving the local governments and coastal communities in the
management effort. In order to have a comprehensive approach that could
support environmentally sound policies, we had to consider both the people
who have the information and that can help in identifying feasible means
and those people who have experienced the problems. The gap between
them is significant, so a new structure was adjusted to broaden the contact
with communities.

The series of local workshops are taking place in each municipality with one
day of duration. General public involved directly or indirectly with wetland
use express their concerns, and after discussing alternative strategies for
alleviating those concerns and promoting sustainable use. At the same time
personal interviews take place with government agencies and specialists to
discuss and improve information.
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A final regional workshop will follow in which decision makers and
specialists as well as key leaders in the communities will meet again to
outline management guidelines and, if possible, to compromise their
participation. It is expected that an involved community will promote the
continuity of the management effort, even given the upcoming changes in
state and municipal governments.

Methodology and results for the planning workshops are expected to
provide discussion among coastal managers and planners for the potential
application of thismethodology inother Mexican states andLatin-American
countries.

Irene Gamio-Roffe'
ITESM Campus Guaymas
Unidad de Informacion Biogeografica
Bahia de Bacochibampo S/N, Apdo.P. 484
Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico 85400

Ph 52(622) 1-0364; 52(622)1-0136
Fax 52(622)1-0243
Email igr@uib.gym.itesm.mx
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Figure 1. Map of the Area for the Design of theStrategic Management Plan.
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Wiley and Sons.
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Session HI, Part I: The National Effectiveness Study: How Does it
All Add Up?
Session Chair: Tina Bernd-Cohen, Project Coordinator

THE NATIONAL CZM EFFECTIVENESS STUDY-

HOW DOES IT ALL ADD UP?

Marc Hershman, University of Washington,
Tina Bernd-Cohen, Coastal Consultant,

James W. Good, Oregon State University,
Robert F. Goodwin, University of Washington,
Virginia Lee, University of Rhode Island, and

Pamela Pogue, University of Rhode Island

The principal purpose of the National CZM Effectiveness Study is to
determine the effectiveness of the CZM program, as developed and
implemented by the states, in addressing certain core objectives of the
CZMA. The research project is designed to document the management
tools and on-the-ground results of state CZM programs in addressing the
following four national objectives of the CZMA: 1)protection of natural resources-
beaches, dunes, bluffs, rocky shores; 2) protection of natural resources-

wetlands and estuaries; 3) provision of public access to the coast; and 4)
promotion of water-dependent uses. The study seeks to identify state and
local management tools that work particularly well in achieving these
objectives, as well as recommend ways to improve the national program.

The study will assess the individual and collective contributions of the 29
state, territory and commonwealthcoastal zone management programs in
achieving the four priority core objectives of the CZMA. This will include
a description of the management programs, tools or techniques (process
indicators) that have been developed and/or refined as a result of coastal
zone management, as well as on-the-ground results (outcome indicators) of
program implementation.

Case examples will be provided that illustrate on-the-ground effectiveness
of management tools, showing how individual state actions add up to
achieve national goals. Case examples will also show the balance among
competing issues such as development and preservation, innovativeways of
resolving issues, and lessons learned from failures.

The Team will identify and recommend improvements to the national CZM
program that willimprove its effectiveness in addressing the core objectives
of the CZMA. Examples include: establishing clear, consistent monitoring
guidelines and performance measures relative to core objectives; providing
new funding mechanisms or categories to provide for monitoring and
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unproved performance; and changing the technical and/or information
services available to the states.

It is hoped that the results of the study may providea new kind and level
of national program accounting with respect to mandated Congressional
goals, as well as demonstrate areas of needed improvement leading to
Congressional, administrativeor state-level action.The results may be used
to guide federal technical assistance to states or promote the use of
especially effective management strategies or tools. It is alsointended to be
used to improve future assessment of CZM efforts.

The project is a year-long effort beginning in October 1995 and ending in
September 1996. In addition to an Executive Summary, two other reports
will be produced. One report will provide a national summary of overall
effectiveness of the CZM program based on cross-state aggregation,
comparison and analysis of state-level data; case examples of illustrative or
innovative management tools used by states; and conclusions and
recommendations for national level program improvements. The other
report will contain state-by-state survey profiles documenting management
tools (process indicators) and on-the-ground results (outcome indicators).

Beaches, Dunes, Bluffs, and
Rocky Shores and National Context for CZM

As early as the late 1800s, recreational tourism began along our nation's
beaches. With the advent of the automobile, seasonal seaside resorts
evolved. The summer homes and fishing villages of the 1940s and 1950s
were transformed by the 1970s into "cities on the beach." Today, due to
population and economic pressures, over half of our nation's population
lives within 50 miles of the coast and our nation's coastal zone is over four
times more densely populated than the national average. In addition to the
retirees who migrated to the coast and other year round residents, tourists
and conventioneers are demanding beachfront coastal resorts. This is most
pronounced along our coastal barriers at high risk due to coastal flooding,
hurricanes and erosion. Billions of dollars in private development and pubic
recreation and infrastructure is invested on these unstable coastal barriers.

The demand for coastal waterfront property has lead to increased
residential development pressures along our nation's coastal bluffs and
rocky shores.

The persistent development along our nation's coastline had lead to
destruction of coastal dunes systems and placement of structures in jeopardy
from both short and long-term erosion. Shoreline development prior to the
1970s were frequently armored with seawalls, revetments, bulkheads or
other shoreline stabilization structure to protect upland private and public
investments from erosion. Such stabilization structures accelerated the loss

of sandy beaches. A whole host of human interferences have adversely
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affected the natural sand transport system, destroyed or caused dune
instability, and increased erosion. These include sand-trapping structures
such as groins and breakwaters; sand mining for development and sand
scraping practices; dredged navigational channels with jetties for shipping
and dredged tidal inlets for commercial fishing and recreational boating;
the placementof dredged spoil and beach qualitysand offshore beyond the
littoralsand transfer system; and the damming of coastal rivers. Efforts to
recreate natural beach/dune systems include sand fencing and dune
revegetation, beach nourishment, and inlet sand transfer.

At least 7% of our nation's coastal shoreline is critically eroding where
properties are in imminent danger of collapse and 25% is experiencing
significant erosion. Most barrier islands along the east coast andgulf coast
are retreating landward by 1 to 10 feet per year - rates of up to 20 feet
are not uncommon for specific locations. In addition to long-term erosion,
manycoastal states haveexperienced shoreline loss and property destruction
through periodic storm events. Bluff recession is also a problem along the
Great Lakes States.

Seventy percent of ournation's shoreline isin private ownership (excluding
Alaskawhere99% is publicly owned). Rightsof upland owners, abovemean
high water or line of vegetation where state jurisdiction begins, has limited
states' authority to regulate activities. As of 1970, three-fifths of the
shoreline was undeveloped (excluding Alaska). Development pressures vary
depending on geography and climate issues. Inaccessible and hard to
develop shorelines, such asrocky shores, are less prone to development than
accessible sandy beach areas.

Several federal agencies have a long history of involvement with our
nation's coastlines, all pre-dating the Federal CZM Act of 1972. The US
Army Corps of Engineers (COE) administers federal shore protection
projects, authorized navigation channel dredging, and federal permits for
dredge and fill affecting navigable waters. COE published the National
Shoreline Study in 1971, and is working on analysis of Federal shore
protection program for Congress. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) administers the federal Flood Insurance Program that
produces rate insurance maps and insures properties within 100 flood zone
for local community participating in the program. Under the Upton/Jones
Program 1988-1995, FEMA allowed for payment of flood insurance claims
to demolish or relocate buildings imminently threatened by erosion. FEMA
is currently conducting an evaluation of economic impact of mapping
erosion hazard areas for Congress. The US Department of the
Interior(DOI), National Parks Service (NPS) created and manages 10
National Seashores covering 592,627 acres and 4 National Lakeshores
covering 228,716 acres. DOI Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) manages the
National Wildlife Refuges, several located along the coast. DOI also
administers the Coastal Barrier Resources Act of 1982 which prohibits
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federal incentives to development on designated coastal barriers along the
Atlantic and Gulf coast that are not publicly owned or otherwise protected.

The inappropriate siting of structures on coastal barriers, in coastal flood
zones and on erodable bluffs is a problem which state CZM programs
inherited. Thus when the state CZM programs began in the 1970s, certain
portions of our nation's coastline were already committed to intense
development and other areas already zoned and platted for development.
Shoreline erosion was a recognized problem, but land use controls were not
well developed. State CZM programs would provide the testing grounds for
land and water management to balance competing demands along our
shoreline and minimize adverse impacts on valued natural coastal resources.
State CZM programs would be at the forefront of the "quiet revolution in
land use controls" and "integrated coastal management."

This project will explore the CZM management tools developed, refined and
employed to protect beaches, dunes, bluffs and rocky shores and the
effectiveness of the management tools in achieving national objectives.
Included will be documentation of regulatory controls such as setbacks from
beaches/bluffs, controls over shoreline stabilizations and the policy shift
towards beach nourishment and shoreline retreat. Also include will be

direct land management of beachfront parks, acquisition of beaches and
coastal resource areas, and the use of planning and research tools such as
beachfront management plans.

Estuaries and Coastal Wetlands in the National Context for CZM

It is widely recognized today that estuaries and coastal wetlands are among
the most environmentally and economically important natural resources in
the United States. These resources ~ salt marshes, seagrass beds, tidal flats,
freshwater marshes, forested wetlands, and open water function —perform
a variety of ecological functions that translate into valuable societal services.
They provide habitat for a vast array of fish and wildlife resources,
including many endangered or threatened species. On the east and Gulf
coasts, for example, 60-90% of the fish species caught commercially are
dependent on estuaries or wetlands for some portion of their life cycle.
Estuaries and wetlands help control water pollution by transforming
nutrients and other chemicals, and by removing sediments from the water
column. Wetlands anchor the shoreline against erosion, buffer storms, and
in some areas, serve as temporary flood storage areas.

This widespread recognition of the values of estuaries and coastal wetlands
is relatively new. In the past, estuaries and coastal wetlands were places to
be dredged and filled for port and harbor development, industry, and
expansion of cities for a growing nation. They were diked and drained for
agriculture, their waters diverted for other uses, and generally abased as
dumps for much of the waste of a rapidly growing nation. This all changed
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relatively dramatically in the 1960s and early 1970s. One national study
after another chronicled the abuses of estuaries and wetlands and the

mounting costs. Among the most important were the National Estuary
Study in 1968, the National Estuarine Pollution Study in 1970, and the
Stratton Commission report, Our Nation and the Sea in 1969. The
landmark Stratton Commission report called for the establishment of a
national coastal zone management program that would, among other things,
help reverse the decline and abuses of estuaries and coastal wetlands. These
and other state-level initiatives, in turn, led to two laws very important to
estuary and wetland protection: the 1972 amendments to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (now called the Clean Water Act), which established
the federal Section 404 wetland permit program; and the 1972 Coastal Zone
Management Act (CZMA), which led to the establishment of a variety of
estuary and wetland protection programs at the state level.

It is these state coastal zone management (CZM) programs and their
contributions to the protection of estuaries and coastal wetlands that is one
of the focus areas of this project. As with the other parts of this study, the
emphasis is on identifying on-the-ground outcomes of CZM processes and
tools that result in real protection of these vital resources. Some
preliminary observations are offered here. For virtually every state coastal
program, estuary and wetland protection has been and remains an
important issue and, in some areas, a vital one. A wide array of
management processes and tools that contribute to estuary and wetland
protection have been developed and implemented by states as part of their
CZM programs. Wetland permit programs similar to the federal Section
404 process are among the most common; compensatory mitigation
requirements and mitigation banking were among the innovations first
initiated in the US at the state level through CZM; harbor planning and
special area management planning (SAMP) are other unique creations of
CZM that have been mimicked worldwide; modest estuary and wetland
acquisition programs and major restoration efforts are parts of other state
programs, while creative education programs are the emphasis elsewhere.
The late 1980s and 1990s has seen a shift in emphasis in coastal wetland
protection emphasis as states establish nontidal freshwater wetland
protection elements in their programs. Lessons learned along salt water
shores are being applied to the inland tiers of coastal zones and beyond,
illustrating the important diffusion effect of CZM institutions and policies.

This project is documenting the use of the array of CZM management
policies, programs, processes, and tools states use to protect estuaries and
coastal wetlands. Preliminary results suggest that systematic documentation
ofon-the-ground outcomesis the variousstates is difficult becauseof uneven

record keeping, different program issues and focuses, and utilization of
different strategies and tools. However, it is expected that much will be
learned by collecting and analyzing what data is available. Improvements
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may result in CZM generally and in the documentation of outcomes with
respect to national CZMA objectives for state programs.

Public Access and National Context for CZM

Public access to the nation's extensive coastal shoreline has historically been
through national, state, and local parks, as well as street ends, boat ramps,
and public piers and boardwalks. View corridors, rights-of-way, and
redeveloped urban waterfronts are examplesof public access resulting from
CZM permit conditions. Commercial, residential, and industrial use of the
coastal zone has often limited or eliminated the public's access to the
nation's shores. Private ownership of coastal uplands has prevented the
public from reaching intertidal zones and waters along the U.S. shores ~ an
area to which legal access is protected through the public trust doctrine.

Increased permanent and seasonal coastal population has led to a greater
demand for coastal recreational opportunities. In 1990 more than 44% of
the nation's population lived in the country's 451 coastal counties, yet those
counties account for only 11% of the U.S. land area (excluding Alaska).
The coastal population is expected to increase at least 20% in the next 15
years. Most of the coastal land in the U.S. is privately held (68%). Rapid
coastal development and competing private and public use have reduced the
amount of coastal land that is open to the public. Public funds to acquire
public access sites are scarce, as coastal property values skyrocket, and
other resource protection priorities vie for limited dollars. State regulatory
methods for acquiring access through permit conditions for easements have
been limited due to taking concerns and the lack of state legal authority.

Key coastal uses which have intensified and are dependent upon public
access to the coast include: fishing, boating, port operations, coastal energy
production, and recreation. Of these activities, coastal recreation and
tourism is the largest coastal user, and increasing as a sector of state coastal
economies. With the exception of the early 1980, federal and state parks
have experienced a dramatic increase in attendance over the 1960 level.
Between 1972 and 1984, public recreation land in coastal and estuarine
areas increased 27% to meet these needs, despite federal cut-backs in
outdoor recreation acquisition funds. A 1988NOAA study estimates 25,000
public coastal recreation facilities in U.S (excluding the Great Lake States),
with private recreation facilities at over 20,000. Despite these numbers,
coastal facilities are inadequate to meet public recreation needs. Beachfront
parks, during peak seasons, experience severe overcrowding. The demand
for public recreation facilities in most coastal areas exceed the supply.

Individual states define public rights of access to coastal areas in varying
ways. Perpendicular access to the nation's coasts pose different problems
than lateral access. Private must often be crossed to reach coastal waters.
Once at the shoreline, the amount of land available to public use may vary
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according to state rules. Some states claim the high tide line as the line of
demarcation between private land and public trust areas, others the
vegetation line, and some havesold off public rights below the mean high
water line to private interests in portions of their coasts.

The acquisition of easements and rights-of-way is a complex and often
expensive process. Once on the shore and off private land, lateral access
may become a problem as fencing or groins frequently prohibit walking
along the beach. The lack of parking is also an issue. Industrial and port
development may be dangerous, inappropriate areas for public access,
though they command a largesection of urban waterfronts.

Certain federal agencies been involved in providing public access to the
coast. Of note are the National Park Service through the Land and Water
Conservation Fund and US Fish and Wildlife Service through the Angler
Access program, Wildlife/Conservation Landsprogram, andDingle/Johnson
funding for boating and fishing ramps.

State CZM efforts have involved the use of Section 306A funds, beginning
in 1980, and renewed interest through the Coastal Zone Enhancement
Grants Program beginning in 1990. This project will explore the CZM
management tools developed, refined, and employed to promote public
access to the coast and the effectiveness of the management tools in
achieving this national objectives. Included will be documentation of the
following tools: planning, management, inventories, site improvements,
acquisition funding, regulatory exaction, legal jurisdiction, and public
awareness.

Waterfront Revitalization and National Context for CZM

Waterfront revitalization wasalready well underway in the nation's larger
seaport cities (Baltimore, New York, San Francisco, Boston, etc.) before the
1980 CZMA amendments focused states' CZM programs' attention on
deteriorated and underutilized port areas. These run down waterfronts
were artifacts of several national trends having their origins in the 1950s
and 1960s: The shrinkage of some ports as a result of containerization of
cargoes and load centering; port abandonment ofdowntown piers, wharves
and transit sheds in favor of new container terminals constructed on flat,
less-developed industrial shorelines; the demise of ocean going passenger
liners as the airlines' international reach expanded with the advent of jet
transports; thesuburbanization ofdowntown manufacturing establishments,
including water-dependent and water-related industries, as a result of
efficient truck transportation; urban renewal and downtown revitalization;
improvements inwater quality and growth intourism/recreation, especially
boating and other water-based activities.
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Municipal governments, ports, and public development corporations have
teamed with private sector interests to take on large city waterfront
projects. Federal urban renewaland community development agencieshave
helped fund planning studies, site acquisition, site clearance and cleanup,
and new infrastructure along the waterfront. Because of CZM's late start
and the magnitude of financial resources required to revitalize waterfront
areas, CZM agencies have been forced to be "niche players." CZM has
provided a forum for resolving contentious waterfront development issues,
and its policies have kept on the urban waterfront agenda those affirmative
national coastal goals of expanding public access, restoring degraded
environments, preserving cultural and historic buildings and sites, and
giving preference to coastal dependent industries - the "working
waterfront" issue. This last goal has proven to be the most contentious and
illusive. Competition from non-water dependent development —
restaurants, housing, hotels, offices - and water dependent development
of a purely recreational nature — marinas, yacht brokers, etc. — displaces
industrial water dependent businesses th.it support commercial fishing fleets
and other maritime enterprises.

CZM agencies have produced guidance documents, and provided technical
assistance, educational programs, and planning grants, particularly to
smaller and middle-sized coastal cities, to help achieve these multiple CZM
goals. Local coastal programs developed under state oversight —including
those adopted by some ports - have proven to be effective vehicles with
which to implement balanced urban waterfront redevelopment plans.

This project will explore CZM management approaches for encouraging
waterfront revitalization including: policies and performance standards for
public access, priority for water-dependent uses, environmental restoration;
CZM reports/technical publications; CZM funding for planning studiesand
306A projects, and the leveraging for funds such as California Coastal
Conservancy grants and loans; Washington DNR ALEA grants CZM
linkages to other agencies involved in waterfront revitalization (local
governments, ports, economic development councils/districts).

Boating Facilities and National Context for CZM

There has been a more than threefold increase in the US recreational
boating fleet since 1962 (USCG, 1994). This growth, fueled by rising
incomes, shorter work weeks and longerand healthier retirement years, has
placed great demand on the nation's coasts for expanded boater access to
the water. For trailerable motorboats - generally fewer than 26 feet in
length —boat launch ramps provide adequate access; but a marina is the
preferred facility for the non-trailerahle cabin cruiser and most auxiliary-
powered sailboats.
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A marina is a coastal dependent business which, in turn, supports or
complements a suite of other marine businesses (boat sales, marine
electronics, repair yards, sailmakers, etc.). As such, it is a preferred use
of the coastal zone. Nonetheless, marinas produce impacts affecting coastal
environments. Intertidal and subtidal habitats are altered by dredging;
docks, piers and the boats moored to them limit the amount of sunlight
penetrating the water column; breakwaters and jetties affect water
circulation and mixing; chronic and episodic fuel and oil spills, and heavy
metals leaching from anti-fouling paint on hulls cause water quality
deterioration; and even the risk of boaters discharging sewage while berthed
in a marina causes health departments to close or limit shellfish harvesting
from nearby beds. EPA, USF&WS, NMFS and state fish and wildlife, and
water quality programs play significant roles in regulating the siting, design
and mitigation of docks and marinas.

CZM programs must balance the social and economic benefits of enhanced
boater access to coastal waters against the CZMA's coastal resource
protection and conservation policies. In states where urban development
and other uses have already caused significant wetland loss and beach
disturbance, policies may favor resource conservation over marina
development, and require a showing that alternatives to in-water moorage •
- boat ramps, hoists, upland dry storage yards - will not satisfy the unmet
demand for boating access; and that new marina development, where
demonstrable need exists, fully mitigates unavoidable resource losses and
provides benefits such as fishing piers or picnic areas for the non-boating
public. CZM has had a major role in studying regional boating access
needs and developing strategies to accommodate a mix of new boating
facilities whileminimizing damage to coastal resources and water quality.

This project will explore CZM management approaches including the use
of regional demand analyses and sitingstudies, CZM funding for technical
assistance for planningstudies, permit requirements for assessing (unmet)
demand and alternatives to in-water structures; state-level policies and
performance standards for design and mitigation of marinas boater
sanitation and water qualityhabitat (fisheries, aquatic vegetation,substrate,
etc.) and shellfish protection (no anchorage areas cumulative impact
assessment). It will also explore CZM efforts to rationalize water space use
conflicts

Seaports and National Context for CZM

In the postWorldWar II era the US has become increasingly dependent on
international trade for its goods and services. This has put great demand
on the transportation infrastructure of the country and has spurred
enormous growth. Seaports, harbors and waterways have been a crucial
part of this growth. Waterhorne commerce has grown and today
constitutes almost 25% of GDP.
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This growth has been in kind as well as size. Ships have gotten much
bigger, and require larger berths and deeper channels. And because the
ships and maritime labor are expensive there has been a movement toward
"local centering" and containerization which increase economies of scale,
reduce the turn-around time for ships and mechanize the movement of
cargo on and off the vessel. The face of the seaport has changed from one
of many small piers and wharves handling scores of smaller ships to fewer
huge terminals that require considerable back-up space on land, large
berths, efficient seaand land access, etc. The smaller pierswere abandoned
and became available for redevelopment for no-port purposes.

The transformation of the urban waterfront has come about because of
powerful institutional forces as wellas market forces. The planning by the
US Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the financing by Congress of so
many harbor improvements and maintenance projects has hastened the
remake of harbors. At the local level the public port authorities have used
municipal bond financing to underwrite enormous investment in landside
facilities to compete for cargo-related business.

Thus when the CZM program began development in the mid-1970s the
revolution in ship size and port infrastructure was well underway.
Channels were being deepened and widened and new lands for port
terminals were being created. Obsolete port facilities were beginning to be
re-used for various purposes. The partnership between local port agencies,
the COE and Congressional delegations was powerful.

The CZM programs (along with federal and state wildlife and
environmental agencies) soughtduring the early tomid-1970s to broaden the
perspective of these agencies with respect to seaport development. Issues
introduced by CZM programs relate to reducing impacts from dredged
material disposal, providing access to the public; avoiding the development
of redundant port facilities; takingresponsibility for the reuseof abandoned
facilities; defining andoperationalizing environmental mitigation; andother
issues. The OCRM, AAPA, and MARAD worked together in the early
yearsto help portsand the COEunderstand and plan for someof thesenew
requirements. A number of CZM funded studies identified these new
issues. Today, CZM programs are playing an important role in redefining
"harbor management" from a concept of serving only more efficient
waterborne commerce to the contemporary philosophy of multi use. This
study will document the management tools states have used as players in
seaport activities.

TCS Session

This session on the National CZM Effectiveness Study, at The Coastal
Society Conference, will provide: 1) an overview of the national study; (2)
findings of state CZM program achievements over the past 20 years by key
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issues area showing both process and outcome indicators; and (3) a
summary of the national picture of CZM - how it all adds up. This will
also a "working session" with invited state CZM program Managers for
sharing perceivedstrengths and weaknesses of CZM and identifying needed
improvements to state CZM accounting and OCRM administration.

Tina Bernd-Cohen

Coastal Consultant

729 Power Street

Helena, MT, USA 59601

Ph (406) 442-4002
Fax (406) 442-4114
Email tinacoast@aol.com
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